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Ordinary relationships-extraordinary accomplishments:
the interaction of students and faculty at UMM
-a message from Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
Spring is one oftbe busiest times on an academic campus, and this year was no
exception as we worked together at UMM to wrap up the school year and as we
celebrated- with a variety of banquets and receptions- the accomplishments of faculty,
staff, and students. And those accomplishments were truly significant.
A UMM faculty member, Paula O'Loughlin, associate professor of political science, is
a recipient of the Horace T. Morse University of Minnesota Alumni Association Award
for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education. The University of Minnesota,
Morris, bolds the distinction in the University system of having the highest per capita
portion of these awardees.
A UMM student, Eagan Heath '08, Idaho Falls, Idaho, received the prestigious and
nationally competitive Truman Scholarship. Only a handful of students in the University
system have ever achieved this honor since its inception in 1975, and only 65 students
nationwide were selected as Trumanscholars this year. Another UMM student, James
Gambrell '07, New Orleans, Louisiana, was named by the Minnesota Psychological
Association as the recipient of the Paterson Award in Psychology for Outstanding Senior
Undergraduate Student in Minnesota. And a UMM scholar-athlete, Adam Turgeon ' 07, South St. Paul, was one of a
few student-athletes in the country to receive an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship.
While these awards speak to the extraordinary accomplishments oftbe individuals who received them, they are, in
fact, the product of what are really quite ordinary relationships between students and faculty on this campus. These
state and national honors result from the daily, on-going working relationships and expectations that characterize
the interaction of students and faculty at UMM. As such, they represent one of the truly distinctive features of the
educational experience here. They set us apart from other schools, including the other campuses of the University
system, and they are the lived result of our mission as a public liberal arts college.
The achievements ofUMM faculty and students speak to their commitments : to study; to excellence; to engagement;
and to research. They speak to the intellectual mentoring that occurs between a faculty member and a student when a
research partnership is struck. These partnerships have tangible outcomes : pap~rs presented at national and regional
meetings; publications co-authored by faculty and students; creative and artistic projects performed and presented
to audiences on campus and off. These partnerships are the foundation for the lifelong connections that bind UMM
alumni to this institution.
In fact, as I' ve attended UMM Alumni Association events around the country this year, alumni attending
invariably tum to recollections of the facu lty members who changed their lives- recollections of their quirks and
idiosyncrasies; remembrances of their high expectations; stories of how these faculty members pushed, provoked,
and prodded them to participate in learning experiences that far exceeded their expectations.
The focus of this issue of Profile is on UMM faculty and the impact that their dedication has on the lives of students
and therefore, on the future for us all. There are remarkable stories within these pages of the dedication of facu lty
members, whose commitment to their academic discipline and their scho larly vocation is exceeded only by their
dedication to the students they educate.
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A message from Maddy Maxeiner, associate
vice chancellor for external relations
We are proud to highlight
UMM faculty and their essential
contributions. Think of the stories
that take place daily across campus!
One needs only to talk with current
students and alumni to appreciate the
high regard in which UMM faculty are
held. Their influence extends beyond
the classroom as mentors, advisers,
research collaborators, internship
coordinators, and service learning
facilitators. Working closely with faculty is always at the heart
of alumni "best UMM experiences."
One special way that faculty contribute to UMM is through
personal financial commitments. Yes, it's true; in addition
to spending most of their waking moments in educational
and scholarly activities, faculty contribute financially to
scholarships, academic programs, undergraduate research,
library materials, and numerous special projects. Importantly,
retired faculty remain active in support of the campus, through
volunteer efforts and also as financial contributors. UMM' s
retired faculty have endowed scholarships, awards, and highly
significant funds-an incredible demonstration of commitment
to the long-lived vitality of their institution!
Chancellor Johnson's inauguration, the annual awards
ceremonies, and UMM's 44th commencement brought the
academic year to a triumphant finish. We salute UMM's
splendid graduates and newest alumni: the Class of 2007.
We dedicate this Profile issue to UMM's students, staff, and
faculty, and their inspiring connections.

Campus and community celebrate
the formal inauguration of
Chancellor Jacqueline R. Johnson
Surrounded by faculty, staff, students, family, and friends
from far and near, Chancellor Jacqueline R. Johnson was formally
inaugurated as UMM ' s fifth chief administrator on April 20,
2007. University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks and
Regent Patricia Simmons officially bestowed the chancellorial
medallion and charge, and a standing ovation and sustained
applause followed. The pleasure of both the newly inaugurated
and those who witnessed the event was evident.
Johnson ' s inaugural address emphasized UMM ' s unique
history and culture, and the distinct opportunities of place and
time that position the institution well. She stated: "The University
of Minnesota, Morris must claim and advance even further than
we have before these objectives: the nurturing of global citizens
for a diverse world; civic engagement, stewardship of natural
resources and the environment. The educational environment we
create together must emphasize critical and analytical thinking,
and must be organized in such a way that students bring multiple
perspectives to bear on the problems and challenges of the present
and future ."
Prior to Johnson, UMM's chief administrators were Sam
Schuman, chancellor from 1998 until 2006; David Johnson,
chancellor from 1990 until 1998; Jack Imholte, chancellor from
1985 until 1990 and provost from 1969 until 1985; and Rodney
Briggs, provost from 1968 until 1969 and dean from 1960 until
1968.

Photo by David Nieves '10, El Paso, Texas, below from left:
U of M President Robert Bruininks, Chancellor Jacqueline
Johnson, U of M Regent Patricia Simmons
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Classen scholarship honors teaching profession
and supports elementary education students
By Curtis'
invitation, Classen
taught in UMM ' s
summer "Reading
Institutes," and became
fami liar with campus
and the "wonderful
people" in education.
But when she received
anotherUMM
A passion for learning, a gift for teaching
Being a teacher was a natural fit for Classen. Still today, at
invitation, she was
the age of "almost 88," she fondly recites the names of her own
caught by surprise.
"I received a call
elementary teachers and recalls an early "passion for reading
and studying." She graduated from Madison High School and
from Dr. Dean Hinman,
attended teachers ' training school. Her memories of teaching
Division of Education
chair," Classen
grades one through eight in Lac Qui Parle County include a $60
remembers. "He said that I had been recommended to teach in
per month salary and serving as teacher and custodian. Teaching
the elementary program and invited me to interview. When he
in a country school was "really good training," she shares.
offered the position, I didn't know what to do . I was in awe of
Country school whetted Classen's appetite to learn more
university people. I never expected to be a part ofUMM. I asked
about teaching. During summer months, she attended St. Cloud
my superintendent at Chokio, who I admired, for advice. He said,
State University for a two-year degree required for teaching in
' Leona, you are a person who likes a challenge. You are going
"city" schoo ls, whi~h she did in Windom and New Ulm. Classen
to be unhappy if you don ' t take this new one.' So, I
"kept pluggin ' away," as she says,
"It was a privilege to
accepted." She began at UMM in fall 1970.
over the years earning a bachelor
" It was hard work, and I got tired, but I loved
of science, a master of science, and teach at UMM and to help
it," states Classen. "And it was fun . My first class at
pursuing a doctorate in education
prepare good elementary
UMM was curriculum methods. I combined the book
at Moorhead State University.
information with my own experience and stories to
While a feat in itself,
teachers. " .
make it real. The students really appreciated that and
Classen ' s education is only one
Leona Classen
validated me with their evaluations, although one
part of her story. During this same
student wrote: ' Remember, Leona, we are not third
time, she and husband Harold,
graders.' And I did! The next 16 years working with such high
a radiological technician, were raising five chi ldren, two with
quality students just flew by. It was a privilege to teach at UMM
serious health problems. She was at home with the chi ldren
and to help prepare good elementary teachers ."
fo r several years, but by 1957, she was back in the classroom
Marty Schuelke Fluegel '7 1, was one ofClassen's first
teaching fu ll-time in Cincinnati, Ohio, and then in Fargo, North
students: "Leona was the best. She gave students the most
Dakota. In 1964, the Classens bought a farm near Graceville.
practical and current ideas and goals for teaching. She had
An amazing theme flows through Classen's life storyclassroom experience, so she understood the reality of working
wherever life placed her, a school was looking for a teacher
with 20-plus students. She was easy to talk to and always willing
with her skills. Just days before the new school year began, she
to help and encourage us in our careers. I loved having her as one
inquired about teaching positions at nearby Chokio Elementary
of my education instructors at UMM."
School. That very same evening, the schoo l board decided to hire
a first-grade teacher- Leona Classen .
Scholarship reflects love of teaching and family
The UMM connection
The scholarship Classen establ ished at UMM reflects her
Teaching in Chokio, where she would later serve as principal, deep respect for the teaching profession and fo r education. It wi ll
initiated Classen's relationship with UMM. The late Dr. E. Louise be awarded to juniors in the elementary education program and
Curtis, professor of elementary education, often supervised
may be renewed for the senior year with satisfactory academic
progress. Classen' s gift recognizes the support she received
UMM student teachers placed at Chokio, and a friendship grew
throughout her career from Harold, and illustrates pride in
between the two women. When Classen shared her belief that
their fami ly- five children and eight grandchildren, all college
a reading council was needed in west central Minnesota, Curtis
graduates, she happily reports, and seven great grandchi ldren.
agreed. Together, they organized an inaugural conference.
Despite a winter snow storm, more than 60 educators from the
area attended, an official reading council committee formed, and a Photo above: Leona Classen, professor emeritus of elementary
education
working relationship between the two educators developed.

From a one-room country school to the University of
Minnesota, Morris, Leona Classen cherishes every moment of her
33-year teaching career. She loved teaching UMM elementary
education students and understood its magnitude: "It is a serious
job. You touch more lives than the ones you teach." To honor
the profession, to encourage future teachers, and to celebrate the
family that supported her, Classen has established the Harold P.
· and Leona E. Classen Family Scholarship at UMM.
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2007 commencement celebrated on campus mall
Three hundred and thirteen graduates received their
diplomas on May 12, 2007, during UMM's 44th commencement
ceremony. The occasion featured music
by the Symphonic Winds, the Concert
Choir and so loist Kathleen Rogers
'07, Rochester, as well as addresses
by Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor;
Alyssa Herzog '07, Montgomery, class
speaker; and Lorie Skjerven Gi ldea ' 83,
Minnesota Supreme Court associate
justice, all presented under spring
sunshine and a blue sky on the campus
mall.
Herzog
Processional participants included:
student color guards Ryan Kalmoe '08,
St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin, and Claire Stover ' 08, Colombus,
Wisconsin. Andy Lopez, professor of computer science, served as
mace bearer. Eagan Heath '08, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and Melinda
Kernik '08, White Bear Lake, led the graduates as student
marshals, and Dian Lopez, professor of computer science, led the
facu lty as facu lty marshal.
The commencement message shared by Gildea focused on
three things new graduates might not realize that they know about
UMM-ynderstand ing, magnanimous, and memorable. Her first
point: "UMM has given you everything you need to sharpen your
intellect, to test your mettle, to broaden your confidence. It has
given you understanding."
With a definition, Gildea began her second point: "Webster's
tells us that magnanimous means: 'a loftiness of spirit that enables
one to bear trouble calmly, to disdain meanness and pettiness, to

display a noble generosity." Gi ldea reminded the new graduates
that UMM has taught them how to be magnanimous, saying: "A
Roman poet, Ovid, urged us to ' note that a faithful study of the
liberal arts humanizes character and permits it not be cruel."'
And Gildea's final remarks reminded the graduates that time
spent at UMM is memorable and sustaining. "UMM sends you
prepared to face the world, because it has brought the world to
you, and sent you out as ambassadors."
Following the commencement address, Judith Kuechle,
interim vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean, presented
the graduating class. John Frobenius, University of Minnesota
regent, conferred degrees . And, Juli Wagner '92, president of the
UMM Alumni Association, welcomed UMM's newest alumni.

From left: Regent John Frobenius, Lorie Skjerven Gildea '83,
Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
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Retiring Professor Jooinn Lee recognized
with lecture series in his honor
When doctoral candidate Jooinn Lee applied to UMM in
1961 , he imagined teaching in Morris for two years, then returning
to his native country of Korea. Forty-six years later, he looks back
on a career that begins and ends at UMM, proud of his division's
accomplishments and excited about UMM' s future. Upon his
retirement and in recognition of Lee 's contributions to UMM
as professor of po li tical science and the Division of the Social
Sciences chair, UMM colleagues, alumni, and friends have created
the Jooinn Lee Political Science Lecture Series in his honor.

A family of faculty and community friends
Lee remembers his first visit to campus. He arrived by bus,
and Herb Croom, director of student services, met him at the
Merchant Motel , downtown Morris . "I loved that man ," says
Lee. "I was particularly touched by his courtesy, symbolizing
the genuineness and warm-hearted interpersonal relationship of a
small town."
When offered, Lee accepted the UMM appointment
immediately. His early campus memories include "burning the
midn ight oi l" as he worked on his dissertation to complete a
doctorate at the University oflllinois, the amazing closeness of
the faculty, and the importance of the Morris community to his
family.
"My wife, Claire, also from Korea, and I were married in
Morris in 1963 ," Lee reminisces. "My bachelor party was in the
backyard of the home oflver Bogan, professor of psychology,
and was attended by all of the early faculty members. I remember
Fred Farrell, Ted Long, Steve Granger, Nat Hart, Fred Peterson,
Pat McGinnis, Raymond Lammers, Laird Barber, Jack Imholte,
and Jim Togeas, my best man . Lucy Imholte was our matron of
honor. We were married in the Federated Church, and I didn't
think that anyone would come. Instead, it was overflowing, a real
' Morris affair' with the mayor attending, too. The community was
our fa mily. The Federated Church women served the lunch. Until
many years later, I didn't realize I was supposed to recognize
and thank them in the newspaper. I still regret that, but fondly
remember the day w ith great appreciation."
In addition to the happiness of his wedding, he recalls two
other vivid recollections early in his UMM career. "I remember
the extraordinary si lence in my classroom, disbelief and denial,
just hours after President John F. Kennedy' s assassination was
announced." He also recalls the 1965 St. Patrick' s Day Blizzard,
when he and others stayed the night in Behmler Hall because of
intense wind chill and 20 inches of snow.
Changing campus climate
Lee' s academic specialization is in the areas of political
theory and contemporary political ideologies. Throughout the
years, Lee has perceived changing political climates in hi s own
classroom and throughout campus. "The students of the 60s and
70s were more reform-minded and action-oriented, charged with
lofty spirits and ' we can do it ' conviction. During the 80s and 90s,
the campus climate underwent a " mood change," according to
Lee. "Students were more conservative, more career minded."

Today,
Lee notes an
increasing interest
in world affairs,
and he hopes it
continues to grow .
"In a way, I want
to see the revival
of the 60s spiritburning idealism
in their hearts."
The recent
renovation of John
Q. Imholte Hall,
formerly Soc ial
Science, into a
state-of-the-art educational facility gratifies Lee very much. He
joked many times throughout the past years that he would not be
able to retire until the project was completed!
Lee is also very proud of his colleagues and staff in the
Division of the Social Sciences. "I am immensely appreciative
of their generous understanding of Jooinn Lee," he says. "Our
division provides very able leaders and strong leadership for the
campus. And we have top-notch junior faculty. I'm very proud of
recruiting them to UMM."

Jooinn Lee Political Science Lecture Series
Lee, a recipient of the University of Minnesota' s
highest teaching award, the Horace T . Morse- Minnesota
Alumni Association Award for Outstanding Contributions to
Undergraduate Education, is honored and humbled by the lecture
series established in commemoration for his service to UMM.
Created with gifts given in his honor, the endowed lecture series
will showcase the political science discipline and cutting-edge
scholarship by bringing to campus distinguished alumni and
prominent practitioners representing the fie ld of politics.
Paula O 'Loughlin, associate professor of political science,
and Seung-Ho Joo, associate professor of political science, were
instrumental in spearheading the fundraising for the lecture series
project, and an anonymous alumnus matched all contributions
received prior to Lee ' s retirement celebration.
Joo reflects: "Professor Jooinn Lee rendered invaluable
contributions to our community and left indelible marks on the
lives of so many. As a teacher, scholar, and administrator, he is
respected highly and widely throughout the UMM community. I
am deeply indebted to him in many ways and most grateful to him
for guidance and teachings .With this annual, memorable event,
Professor Lee will be remembered and his legacy will continue."
If you wou ld like to make a gift in honor of Professor Jooinn
Lee, please fee l free to use the envelope enclosed.

Photo above: Jooinn Lee, professor emeritus of political science,
by David Nieves '10, El Paso, Texas
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Five f acuity friends establish scholarship at UMM
Nancy Carpenter, professor of chemistry, Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics, Leslie Meek, associate professor
of psychology, Jenny Nellis, professor of studio art, and Peh Ng, professor of mathematics, all members of the University of
Minnesota's Academy of Distinguished Teachers, have pooled their financial resources to establish a UMM Promise of Tomorrow
scholarship that qualifies for the President' s Scholarship Match. The endowed Scholarship for Engagement and Academic Leadership
(SEAL) will be awarded on the basis of academic merit to new UMM students who show academic promise. With involvement in
campus life such as student organizations, volunteering, or service learning, and a satisfactory grade point average, students awarded
the SEAL may receive it all four years of their UMM careers.
An animated conversation with these five good friends- punctuated with lively rounds of laughter-reveals the camaraderie,
passion, and inspiration underpinning their scholarship gift. In words and action, one clearly comprehends their reasons for giving.

How did you get to know each other well enough to commit to
pooling.financial resources to create a scholarship?
Jenny: I've been at UMM the longest and simply got to know
each of the others as they joined campus and became involved
in campus activities. Through my students, I learned each was
an excellent teacher, and as they also joined the Academy of
Distinguished Teachers, I got to know them better.
Nancy: We really got to know each other at the Academy of
Distinguished Teachers Retreat.
Pareena: And we get together once in a while, casually.
"Therapy" is what we call it.

Teachers Retreat, and that was that.

Leslie: Nancy sent me several e-mails. I'd think, "Yeah, yeah,
yeah, that's a good idea." Then, I'd get busy and forget to
respond. Finally, she pinned me down in person and said, "Are
you going to do it or not?"
Pareena: I held up the process a bit. I was the last member of
the Academy of Distinguished Teachers ... the last cog in the
wheel. It was the middle of the year when we started talking, and
I bad already made my charitable gift commitment, so I said the
following year I would join in.

Peh: With good food and libations.

With the President's match, the scholarship amount generated
from your endowment is matched dollar for dollar. Were your
decisions influenced by this opportunity?

From where or whom did the idea/or a scholarship originate?

Jenny: No, not for me, but that made it an easier decision.

Peh, Jenny, Pareena, and Leslie grin at Nancy.

Peh: Absolutely.

Nancy: One never knows with my brain (laughter). Things
just pile up, and eventually you say, "Oh yeah-duh ." I saw
the information about Promise of Tomorrow scholarships and
the match, and I thought about doing it myself a long time ago.
Then, given my checkbook situation (laughter), I came to the
conclusion that was not going to happen. Later, somewhere, I saw
or heard the bit about pooling resources.

Pareena: It doubled the positive impact of our gift, so the time
frame became important. It prompted us to make a decision.

Nancy, how did you initiate the conversation with possible
collaborators?
Nancy: E-mail, of course (laughter). I e-mailed Academy of
Distinguished Teachers at UMM. I like my colleagues across the
divisions . I love the liberal arts. I love UMM ' s breadth. I love
these people. I thought, what a wonderful excuse to get together
with these wonderful people. That sounds so barfy (laughter).

What's the significance of creating a scholarship?
Peh: The bottom line is ... it's about the students. Tuition is going
crazy. I've got advisees who tell me they literally have to work
more and more (murmurs of agreement) . If they didn't have to
work so much, think of how much more time they could devote
to their classes. The most important thing about this scholarship
is .. .I calculated all these things ... you don 't have to make money
like Bob Bruininks to make a gift like this (laughter)! He knows
me, so I think I can say that (more laughter and clapping).

When you think about your new scholarship, can you imagine
the characteristics of students who will receive this award?

HQw did the rest ofyou respond to Nancy's idea?

Nancy: Typical UMM students.

Peh: I just said "cool."

In the case of a UMM student, what does "typical" mean?

Jenny: I responded that I was interested. I had been thinking
about doing something, and this idea came around at the right
time. We met over a beer at the Academy of Distinguished

Jenny: Talented students like those who I teach in my own
classes.
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Peh: Hard working, quirky, creative.
Leslie: Interested in the larger
community, not just in themselves and
not just in his/her own little group.
Pareena: Idealistic. I think that is
one thing I really appreciate about
our students. They want to change the
world. And they believe they can, too.
Peh: Some of our students are very
altruistic, and I like that.
How has being a part of this
collaborative affected each ofyou
personally?

Jenny: I already enjoy and respect
these women, and now we're
collaborating on a project together. It
feels right.

Nancy Carpenter, professor of chemistry, Jenny Nellis, professor of studio art, Leslie
Meek, associate professor of psychology, Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of
economics, · and Peh Ng, professor of mathematics, have established the endowed
Scholarship for Engagement and Academic Leadership at UMM.

Pareena: It feels good to be part
of something that you believe in. It
is putting your money where your mouth is. When we recruit
students , we talk about what is so special about UMM and so
special about faculty at UMM, and it's just sort of saying, "OK,
here's why I think we are a special place," and it is reinforcing
how I feel.

Peh: Because UMM is an undergraduate institution and values
undergraduate research. I've been at different institutions, and I
chose to come back here because of its undergraduate mission.

Nancy: It is such a positive thing. We all believe in this
institution and our students with heart and soul, and now with our
pocketbooks, too. We want to demonstrate that.

Nancy: Because it is public. It is the perfect fit for me. Before I
came to UMM, I didn 't know anything like this existed-public
liberal arts . Public meaning non-elitist. Look at our students.
LOOK at our students. They are just the greatest. Hardworking. None of them are walking around with his/her nose
in the air. I wish I were that mature and together when I was an
undergraduate. (pause) Actually, I wish I were that mature and
together now (laughter).

Leslie: If you want one personality characteristic that defines all
of us in this group, it is that we do things. We see a problem, and
we say, "OK, let's take care of it." We each have our own spheres
that we work in to make things even better. The scholarship just
reflects that characteristic.

Pareena: I came here not knowing what I was getting into, but
thinking this mission sounds interesting, challenging. I have
never considered leaving. This was the perfect fit. Why? Because
of the student body ... not the faculty, sorry (laughter), and the
collegiality. The non-elitism.

Nancy: Ifwe can do this, anyone can do this. It's the truth. Look
around the table. None ofus is a moneybags. We've had mixed
feelings about publicity. We don ' t want to bring attention to
ourselves, but we want to serve as a model. We just think it is so
obvious, and it makes sense, and it's a good thing. We can do it.
So can you-if you feel like it.

Leslie: As a nontraditional UMM graduate in 1989, my
experience is a little different, because I had this kind of
education as an undergraduate and was old enough to appreciate
what I had. When I started looking for jobs, I deliberately looked
for places like this . I am very lucky to be back. I believe in a
liberal arts education. It gives students a unique perspective on
life and what they can do-the whole public honors college sort
of experience. Ordinary people, just like us, discover what they
can do . Not just because of one person, but because the whole
totality of the experience helps them discover they can do things
they never thought they could do.

Peh: By us doing this, I hope it is a model for our colleagues.
Can you imagine other groups doing this? It is so do-able.

Peh: It is about the students, ultimately, not about us.
So why is UMM the place where you want to teach?

Jenny: UMM gives me the chance to teach what I love to smart,
talented students.

(murmurs of total agreement)
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O'Loughlin receives all-University teaching award
The University of Minnesota bas chosen Paula O ' Lougblin,
UMM associate professor of political science, as a 2007 recipient
oftbe prestigious Horace T . Morse University of Minnesota
Alumni Association Award for Outstanding Contributions to
Undergraduate Education. The award honors faculty who excel in
teaching, research , creative activities, advising, academic program
development, and educational leadership. O ' Loughlin has made
her mark in each of these areas .
"My fundamental goal as a teacher is to help undergraduates
develop the intellectual self-confidence and critical thinking skills
necessary to lead examined lives," states O ' Loughlin. She focuses
her teaching approach on six maxims : give direction but never
get in the way; keep raising the bar; fun is an intrinsic part oftbe
intellectual journey; use our world whenever possible; map the
terrain and open doors ; and help each student write his or her own
story. "My emphasis has always been on challenging students,"
says O ' Loughlin . "If you offer people the opportunities, they will
rise to the occasion."
Nominator Geoff Sheagley ' 06 shares : "Paula provided my
college career with direction. During my second week of class,
she approached me about internships for the upcoming summer,
and it on ly began there. She pushed me to enter a political science
conference during spring break. I received second prize. I would
never have dreamed I could write a research paper that [well]
before I took her class."
Sam Schuman, retired UMM chancellor, states that
O ' Loughlin, a 2001 recipient of the all-University John Tate
Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Advising, does
"remarkable and prodigious work as the faculty mentor for
student independent work." She received the UMM Outstanding

Support of Student Leadership Award
in 1998.
Says O'Loughlin as she reflects
on receiving the award: "To me, when
I grow more mature in my career
and move toward retirement and
start to reflect who I am in the world,
the articles and published work will
matter, but this award says that I made
a difference in people ' s life and that' s
what matters the most."
O'Loughlin
An accomplished scholar and
frequent presenter at professional conferences, O'Loughlin is
also a published author. As a graduate student, she wrote three
chapters for Women and Politics Worldwide, which won the
Victoria Schuck Award in 1995 . She co-authored Courageous
Resistance: The Power of Ordinary People, which will be
published this year.
O'Loughlin earned a doctorate in political science in 1998 at
the University of Minnesota, before beginning her UMM career
that same year, and a bachelor of science at Smith College. At
UMM, she teaches courses such as Introduction to American
Government and Politics Parties, Minorities and Public Policy,
and Political Participation and Voting Behavior. As a recipient of
the Horace T . Morse Award, O 'Loughlin was inducted into the
University of Minnesota Academy of Distinguished Teachers and
receives the title Distinguished University Teaching Professor.
Academy members provide important leadership to the University
community serving as mentors, advisers, and spokespersons for
the University ' s teaching mission.

UMM Alumni Association honors Buchanan
The UMM Alumni Association
chose Sarah Buchanan, associate
professor of French, as the 2007 UMM
A lumni Association Teaching Award
recipient recognizing outstanding
contributions to undergraduate
education. Nominated by colleagues,
current students, and alumni, Buchanan
is noted for a teaching style that exudes
infectious energy and enthusiasmBuchanan contagious to both students and
colleagues.
As a first-year student, Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka, one
of Buchanan's nominators, already knew she'd be a political
science major, but she loved French, a characteristic that did
not go unnoticed . "Soon after meeting Professor Buchanan,
she convinced me that I shou ld not let my talent for the French
language be wasted," remembers Deutl. "She helped me map out
a plan including political science and French, wh ich I am still
following, to show me that a double major is possible within fo ur
years. Thanks to her help, I can use my passion for politics and
my talent with French to help me get the most of my liberal arts
education in preparation for a career outside academic wall s. "

Tammy Berberi, assistant professor of French, was honored
to nominate her colleague: "Sarah bas harnessed a number of
grant opportunities in support of the creation of a Francophone
studies curriculum," shares Berberi. "Thanks to Sarah ' s initiative,
we undertook a complete revision of the French major and minor.
Sarah is a passionate and capable teacher . . . popular and highly
respected."
A member of the UMM faculty since 2000, Buchanan teaches
a variety of courses including French, French Cinema,West
African Francophone Cinema, Contemporary France, and Feminist
Theory. She leads two study abroad programs : Morocco: Myth,
Stories, History and July in Paris. An avid study abroad advocate,
she says, " Americans can travel four or five days before entering
another country. We risk being rather insular. It is therefore vital
for Americans to go abroad, to learn about other people, their
histories, their cultures, their languages, and their ways of solving
problems. Living and studying in another country pushes one
intellectually and individually, but even more important, it's fun! "
Buchanan earned a doctorate in 20th century francophone
literature and film from the University of Minnesota; a master of
arts in French literature from the University of Utah, Salt Lake
City; and a bachelor of arts in French from St. Olaf College,
Northfield .
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UMM Faculty Research A ward honors
David Roberts' work in mathematics
Even a lay person, a nonrnathematician, sees the beauty in
David Roberts ' work. As the associate professor of mathematics
pilots the keyboard, filaments of long numbers, digits with zeros
gracefully trailing, fill his computer screen then sort into perfectly
balanced equations-visually exquisite and satisfying. Roberts
defines the beauty of numbers with just one word- lasting. And
t h e ~ 2007 Faculty Research Award recipient's research, an
explorat10n of the secrets of pure mathematics, has made a lasting
mark on the world of mathematics.
With a math teacher mom and computer scientist dad,
perhaps Roberts was predisposed to being "always very good
at math. " He earned an artium baccalaureus from Princeton
University, and a master of science and doctorate from Harvard
Univer;;ity, all in mathematics. A UMM faculty member since
1999, Roberts teaches courses such as calculus, mathematical
perspectives, history of mathematics, and number theory.
Roberts says that three values characterize his career: breadth,
depth, and accessibility-a perfect match for an undergraduate
liberal arts institution. Benjamin Peterson '05, a doctorate student
at Carnegie Mellon University, conducted a directed research
study and completed his senior seminar with Roberts.
Peterson shares: "I have found that professors of mathematics
come in two types: those with incredible qualifications and
rese~rch backgrounds who are generally quieter and find difficulty
relatmg to students, and those who aren't as advanced in research
but are much closer to students because they understand things
on a similar level. David Roberts is the only professor I know
with the positive qualities of both types . Not only is he involved
in advanced mathematical research, but he can also break things

Regents approve biomass plant
On June 7, 2007, the
University of Minnesota Board
of Regents gave final approval
for construction of a biomass
gasification facility on the
UMM campus. Groundbreaking
is scheduled for July 2007 with completion and implementation
planned for February 2008.
. "Th_e campus expects to heat up to 80 percent of the buildings
usmg this greenhouse gas neutral biomass plant and to replace
approximately $500,000 of natural gas purchases with local
com stover purchased in the immediate area," states Lowell
Rasmussen , associate vice chancellor for physical plant and
master planning.
In addition to serving UMM's energy needs, the biomass
facility will serve as a demonstration and research site for
the West Central Research and Outreach Center, the USDA
Agricultural Research Service- North Central Soil Conservation
Research Lab, and UMM students and faculty . Read more at
WWW .morris.umn.edu.
Graphic: Artist's rendering of biomass facility

down to a simpler level, making him
a true favorite among his students,
myself included."
Roberts' published papers reflect
a wide range of topics within his
specialty of number theory, including
connections with fractals and physics.
Two of his recent papers are in game
theory, completely outside of number
Roberts
theory. Depth in so many different
areas is very unusual, but as Roberts
states, "It is my inclination to be interested in many things, and it
fits well with my job at a liberal arts campus."
The power of computers and mathematical software has had
a profound effect on Roberts' research. He says, "The computer
revolution has changed the methodology of mathematics for many
of us . Formerly, the preliminary stages of solving a problem
typically contained the ingredients of a proof. Now, we see things
first on a computer, and we usually aren't given clues towards a
proof. So computers let us see much further, but leave us a lot of
work to confirm that what we think we ' ve found is really right! "
Roberts uses the Internet regularly to disseminate his work.
With John Jones, associate professor of mathematics at Arizona
State University, Roberts has created online databases used
around the world by leading mathematicians. He is a regular
book reviewer on the Mathematical Association of America ' s
Web site, critiquing books ranging from undergraduate textbooks
to research monographs. States Fernando Gouvea, professor of
mathematics at Colby College and editor of MAA Online, "As
a body of work, David ' s reviews are a valuable contribution to
the mathematics community and, in fact, to mathematics as an
intellectual endeavor."
Roberts' research will likely serve as the seed for future
applications. Areas like Internet security can be impacted by work
such as his, but a lag time of 50 years between a mathematical
discovery and application is not uncommon. For Roberts, there
is beauty in the initial, purely mathematical stages. He says:
"We have faith that pure mathematics ' hangs together,' and that
applications will come in the future ."
While his parents may have encouraged him, the love for
mathematics is Roberts' own. It is a passion that he is excited
to share with colleagues and students. "It is both a joy and a
humbling experience to be part of the centuries-old worldwide
mathematical enterprise," reflects Roberts. "I am proud to be
among those who have pushed the mathematical frontier a little
bit forward. I feel thankful that my education and my jobs have
given me enough support to even extend the mathematical frontier
on different fronts. Finally, perhaps most of all, I feel I have
honored a personal calling to convince others that this beautiful
and exciting mathematical frontier is not so far away."
Crystal Oko '07, Woodbury, contributed to the faculty stories
on page eight. Faculty photos by David Nieves '10, El Paso,
Texas
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Faculty facilitate Ajeng Puspitasari's
mission-driven educational goals
How does one complete four majors
in three years? Ajeng Puspitasari '07,
Jakarta, Indonesia, lived the answer: "With
a LOT of help from my professors." With
sound mentoring, strategic planning, and
a profound sense of mission, Puspitasari
accomplished her first step towards
becoming a psychologist-a bachelor of
arts with majors in anthropology, liberal
arts for the human services (LAHS),
psychology, and sociology.
When Puspitasari arrived at UMM
in fall 2004, Eric Klinger, professor of
psychology, now retired, was assigned as
her adviser, a happening that bad great
impact. "I wouldn ' t have been able to
finish four majors without the help of Eric,
who asked for my four-year plan on only
the second time that I met with him. After
that, I got used to planning everything in
advance. That was the biggest key."
Klinger's advice to carefully plan
coursework complimented Puspitasari ' s
attraction to a liberal arts education .
"I wanted to be a psychologist since
elementary school, but knowing that
Morris offered so many opportunities,
I wondered if psychology would be my
passion. One way to find out was to take
classes from other fields like sociology and
anthropology. I was so impressed that I
wanted to keep taking those classes."
"My four majors build a stronger

and wider point of view for me in
perceiving the world," she reflects.
"Anthropology makes me aware of
cultural differences often forgotten
in the area of psychology. Sociology
sees things in a bigger scale, while
psychology mostly works on an
individual level. These majors
provide a more complete picture of
understanding my own life, the people
around me, and my surroundings."
Puspitasari's academic work included
an internship in Indonesia with the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization in the area of art therapy
for children, victims of the 2004 tsunami.
"Compared to one-on-one psychotherapy
based on Western perspective, art therapy
really worked. The people in Aceh express
their emotions through arts- dancing,
singing, playing instruments, etc. Art
forms are familiar compared to expressing
emotions to strangers."
In addition to her internship, required
for the LAHS major, Puspitasari completed
three research projects. For psychology, she
conducted a cross-cultural study on altruistic
behavior with UMM and University of
Indonesia students. "My investigation
involved human subjects in two different
countries. I don't think my project would
have passed the Institutional Review Board
without the help of Jeff Ratliff-Crain,
~--..a-:--, associate professor of
psychology," she says.
Working with
Jennifer Rothchild,
assistant professor
of sociology, she
conducted theoretical
research on nonformal
education as an
approach to diminish
risky behaviors
among Indonesian
street children.
In anthropology,
her research paper
will be submitted
to the American
Anthropological
Association for
competition in
their student award
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category, and "Portrayal of Female
Characters in Javenese Folklore," will be
submitted for academic journal publication.
Puspitasari's mentor, Julie Pelletier, assistant
professor of anthropology, describes her as
"an amazing young woman."
All of her UMM professors, says
Puspitasari, have impacted her future:
"Their support is endless. They taught me
to be a responsible and productive scholar."
Ratliff-Crain states that working with
a student like Puspitasari is a humbling
experience: "I see myself more as a mentor
than a teacher. She has skills, energy,
ability, and talent that I as a teacher cannot
improve upon, but I can open doors so
that she can optimize her gifts. My job is
not to be smarter or more talented than
my students. I hope it goes the other way
around. It makes me feel good to bring
students like Ajeng forward into the world.
I was honored to work with her."
This fall, Puspitasari, a 2007 Scholar
of the College, will pursue a master
of science in health psychology at the
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
"My passion is to help people with mental
illness, especially those in Indonesia, a
healthcare area still behind in my country,"
she shares. "My parents, my biggest
motivators, remind me that people in
Indonesia starve for the opportunities that
I have had here at UMM. They say, 'Don't
waste it.' Everything I'm doing right now
in the United States is not only for me, but
also for people back home who deserve
my attention . That makes me willing to
sacrifice being away from my family to
pursue a good education."

Photo above: In 2005, Ajeng Puspitasari
'07 traveled to Jiashan, China, as a UMM
ambassador. At left: Puspitasari (left) and
Jennifer Rothchild, assistant professor of
sociology, on commencement day
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Corina Bernstein's photography illustrates and reflects
interdisciplinary and intercultural scholarly work
In text and photographs, Corina
Bernstein's Wild Rice exhibit narrates
the White Earth Reservation ' s wild
rice harvest. Her artist's eye beautifully
records the gliding of a canoe into a
Minnesota lake, the traditional gathering
and processing of the manoomin- wild
rice, and the visual impact of the
completed harvest. While recounting the
event, Bernstein' s work gently demands
contemplation on the story's multiple
themes.
Bernstein '07, Little Falls, graduated
with honors and double majors in English
and studio art with an emphasis in
photography. Her UMM career has been
rich with opportunities to explore issues
of social justice and personal identity
through coursework, volunteering, and
service-learning and community service
projects. Wild Rice resulted from a
firestorm of ideas and interests converging
at a particular point in time-Winona
LaDuke's address in Edson Auditorium,
fall 2005 . Hearing the activist talk about
the centrality of the sacred wild rice to the
Anishinaabeg culture inspired Bernstein to
consider how LaDuke's message intersects
with her own investigation of identity and
her own interest in sustainability and local
foods.
Therese Buchmiller, assistant
professor of studio art, served as one of
Bernstein's mentors and advisers for Wild
Rice. In conversation, they explored the
proposed content, considering how the
images could serve the White Earth people
and inform the broader community. They
discussed how photographs could increase
awareness about environmental issues,
the sustainable foods movement, and
genetically modified and cultivated wild

rice issues. They considered economic
components and "consumer choice as
political choice." After much planning and
with the permission of the White Earth
people, Bernstein photographed the 2006
harvest.
"This was a real learning experience
for me and gave me a new take on
responsibility," states Bernstein.
"Photojournalism is 'telling from a
distance.' Working with Therese, I was
encouraged to consider art as activism
and art as education. I questioned who
the audience would be and who would be
served by the photography. Because it is
a public exhibit, I realize that the answer
is an unknown. The project becomes
different as the audience changes."
The disciplines represented by
Bernstein's honor panel- Therese
Buchmiller, assistant professor of studio
art, Becca Gercken-Hawkins,
assistant professor of English, Julie
Pelletier, ·assistant professor of
anthropology, and Joel Eisinger,
associate professor of art history,
denote the various perspectives
Bernstein incorporated into her
work. Her mentors note that the
interdisciplinary and intercultural
scholarly work completed by
Bernstein, including researching
American Indian literature and
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anthropological resources, is important in
the areas of American Indian studies and
visual anthropology. The resulting exhibit,
in form and content, reflects Bernstein ' s
thoughtful and thorough process.
"Corina's photographic work is
exemplary in its sensitive approach to
subject, care to detail , understanding of
compositional design, and high level of
craft," shares Buchmiller. " It was such an
honor to work with her. She' s the type of
student who reminds me why I chose to be
a professor and why I love my job."
Wild Rice was exhibited at the Prairie
Renaissance Cultural Alliance Gallery
in Morris, and the images will be made
available for marketing purposes to Native
Harvest, a nonprofit that produces and
sells traditional American Indian foods ,
including naturally grown and traditionally
harvested wild rice.
Bernstein, a 2007 Scholar of the
College and Honors Program graduate,
will continue her artistic pursuits and plans
to pursue a master of fine arts.
Photo above: Corina Bernstein '07
(left) and Therese Buchmiller, assistant
professor of studio art, at a reception
for Wild Rice at the Prairie Renaissance
Cultural Alliance Gallery in Morris. At
left: Harvested wild rice captured in a
Bernstein photograph
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Elementary education program
"opens doors" for Rudney '07
Carol Marxen, associate professor of elementary education,
admiringly describes Cara Rudney '07, Morris, as "going
someplace." Marxen 's prediction-literal or figurative-is
founded in fact. In the past two years, Rudney bas purposefully
sought out new and different experiences, both far and near, that
enhanced her UMM career as a student and will forever inform
her calling as a professional teacher.
Rudney, a 2007 Scholar of the College, served as Marxen ' s
research partner through the Morris Academic Partnership
program. Together, they explored re-appropriating a professional
development model developed in Japan for use by pre-service
teachers. The Japanese lesson study model involves teachers
cooperatively creating a detailed lesson plan focused on
student objectives. A team of teachers, content specialists, and
administrators observe and critique the teaching of the lesson.
After a debriefing session and input from the committee, the
lesson is modified and taught again by another teacher. Rudney
and Marxen participated in the process as the program was
implemented in the Benson Elementary School.
Marxen notes that Rudney brought many strengths to their
partnership, strengths that will make her a great teacher. "Very
early into the project, Cara started thinking and critiquing like a
teacher-moving one step closer to the other side of the desk,"
shares Marxen. She is a bright, creative, critical thinker. She
mulls it over, reflects, and comes back to me with ideas that I
hadn't even thought about. "
Actively participating in the professional development
process, not just observing, was an added value for Rudney:
"The Japanese lesson study is a collaborative effort, so it takes
the focus and pressure off of the teacher and emphasizes what
one needs to do in instruction to meet student objectives," she

states. "The lessons were so rich and so student-focused, and it
was amazing to talk in the debriefing session and be a part of the
professional culture. It gave me a lot of confidence."
Rudney experienced a variety of cultures-broadly definedthroughout her UMM education. At Brooklyn Park Junior
High and Osseo Junior High, she worked with the scboolwide
enrichment coordinator in gifted and talented education. With
fellow classmates, she observed and taught at Emmett Louis Till
Math and Science Academy, an inner city Chicago elementary
school. She spent three weeks at the Tiospa Zina Tribal School
in Agency Village, South Dakota, where Dakota culture was
incorporated throughout the classroom and curriculum. And her
student teaching was conducted in El Paso, Texas, a bilingual
inclusion classroom, "an awesome experience," reports Rudney.
During the summer of 2006, Rudney traveled to Tanzania
to volunteer at the Shirimantunda Center for students with
intellectual disabilities . "It was very challenging," states Rudney.
"I provided assistance to the head teacher. The range of ability
levels widely varied. Some spoke a little English. Some bad no
language abilities." Rudney also accompanied the head teacher
on home visits. "The rural homes had no electricity, no running
water. The poverty was unimaginable, but the graciousness was
outstanding. The culture was so open and so amazing. It was a
totally different experience. I'm still processing that trip. "
As students become teachers, a transformation occurs, says
Marxen. As they begin the elementary education program, they
"teach through the eyes of a student." When they return from
teaching experiences in the field, they are changed, confident, and in
charge. For Marxen, it is both enjoyable and humbling to witness.
As a new graduate, Rudney recognizes and embraces the
change Marxen describes. "The education program at UMM is
amazing. The faculty are all phenomenal teachers, like-minded
people so ' charged ' and so excited about kids and learning.
This program has allowed me to have all of these wonderful
experiences. It' s opened up doors ."

Photo above: Carol Marxen, associate professor of elementary
education, and Cara Rudney '07 Below: Rudney teaching this
spring in El Paso, Texas
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"Uncertainty" makes life interesting for Rustan '07
Gus Rustan '07, Goodridge,
proves a little "uncertainty" makes
life interesting. He arrived at UMM
questioning an academic direction.
This fall, he begins a doctorate in
physics at Iowa State University (ISU) wondering which area of
concentration to choose. Based on history, he will figure it out.
For Rustan, uncertainty simply means open to investigation.
After exploring several majors, Rustan chose physics after
an epiphany of sorts occurred the summer after his first year.
"I concluded that I was afraid of challenging myself. I took
Calculus I and General Physics my freshman year. They were
completely new to me and not always perfectly clear. But I really
liked the material, so I decided to keep on in that direction. In
my·sophomore year, the physics and math clicked. I became
interested in alternative fuels and energy and added chemistry
and math minors."
Rustan sought out Gordon McIntosh, professor of physics,
to talk about physics courses and scheduling. The two eventually
became research partners. Rustan completed a Morris Academic
Partnership and Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
project with McIntosh as his adviser. "I've received a lot of
guidance from Gordon," says Rustan. "He offered plenty
of encouragement with my research and graduate school
applications. He wrote all my recommendation letters."
Rustan's research with McIntosh involved collecting velocity
data for a binary star system, using the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology ' s Haystack Radio Telescope and astrophysics
literature, to determine the various parameters of the binary orbit.
"A lot of 'weird stuff is happening in the R Aquarii
system," states Rustan . "Stellar material is being transferred from
one star to the other. Strange magnetic fields, as well as x-ray and
radio emission, have been observed. Recent observations, when
combined with earlier literature data, indicate that the binary orbit
may be much different than previously thought. We need to know
how the two stars interact so that we can
begin tying together the observations."
In January 2007, Rustan traveled with
McIntosh to the national meeting of the
American Astronomical Society and the
American Association of Physics Teachers
to present his research. "I actually met and
got a little feedback from the physicists who
published the articles I was reading for my
own research," shares Rustan . " It was a great
experience, although presenting my research
to experts was nerve-wracking."
McIntosh encouraged Rustan, whom he
describes as a very strong, very solid student,
to apply to the Research Experience for
Undergraduates summer program on the Twin
Cities campus. Rustan worked with Allen
Goldman, professor of physics and astronomy,
a superconductors expert. Superconductivity,
an unexplainable phenomenon by current

physics theories, occurs when particular materials cooled to
extremely low temps reach a state of zero electrical resistance.
Rustan provides background : "While working on quantum
computing, researchers at the Naval Research Lab in Washington,
D.C., thought they stumbled upon a new super-high-temperature
superconductor (-27 F), close to the point where ice water could
cool the material rather than liquid nitrogen or liquid helium. The
discovery would be a huge leap towards making superconductors
practical to mass produce and incorporate into highly efficient
electrical and super-fast electronic devices."
"Unfortunately," he continues, "there was a lot of uncertainty
in their measurements. I analyzed the magnetic properties to
determine if it was in fact superconducting at high temps. I found
there were too many inconsistencies. The material was not what
they had hoped."
While research enhanced his UMM experience, Rustan
identifies rapport with faculty as the integral component.
"The best thing about UMM, and what impacted me the most,
are relationships with faculty . They are easy to talk to about
schoolwork or life in general. They genuinely care about
students. They ' re encouragi!)g, supportive, and push you to be the
best that you can be."
Next fall , Rustan, a 2007 Scholar of the College and
recipient of the Abbott Award in physics, will once again channel
indecision into discovery as he chooses an area of study. He
muses: "I'm leaning towards condensed matter physics. ISU is
doing a lot of very interesting research on superconductors. I
could end up in astrophysics or possibly get into engineering to
satisfy interests in alternative energy and efficiency."
Illustrating uncertainty at its most positive best, he adds:
"But nothing is set in stone."
Photo above: R Aquarii star system; Below from left: Gordon
McIntosh, professor of physics, and Gus Rustan '07
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Greetings from Carla Riley '85, director
of alumni relations and annual giving
I am pleased to announce that 2007 marks
the 10th anniversary of the University of
Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association
Teaching Award. Established by the
University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni
Association in 1994 and approved by the
campus assembly in 1995, it was bestowed
for the first time in 1997. The award honors
individual faculty members for outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education and encourages
teaching excellence at UMM. The 2007-10th anniversaryUMMAA Teaching Award recipient is Sarah Buchanan,
associate professor of French.
Past UMMAA Teaching Award recipients are: Chris Cole,
professor of biology, l 997; Peh Ng, professor of mathematics,
1998; Bart Finzel, professor of economics and management,
1999; Jon Anderson, professor of mathematics, 2000; Paula
O'Loughlin, associate professor of political science, 2001;
Nancy Carpenter, professor of chemistry, 2002; Pieranna
Garavaso, professor of philosophy, 2003 ; Gwen Rudney,
professor of elementary education, 2004; Pareena Lawrence,
associate professor of economics and management, 2005; and
Janet Schrunk Erickson, associate professor of English, 2006.

Midwinter event guests receive warm greeting
Alumni and friends gathered in a most appropriate location
for the UMMAA annual Midwinter Event on February 8, 2007W.A. Frost and Company. The weather was frosty, but a roaring
fireplace and flickering candles welcomed guests as they gathered
for conversation and reminiscing in the beautiful Dacotah room of
an elegant St. Paul establishment.
Photo above: UMMAA Midwinter event guests included Rose
Christie '71, Bev."BJ" Anderson '72, and Carter Christie '69

On behalf of the University ofMinnesota, Morris Alumni
Association, I congratulate all of these outstanding professors
on receiving this award and thank them for their dedication to
teaching, to their students, and to UMM.
I would also like to thank the Class of 2007 for their
extraordinary efforts in organizing and launching a new project
for our campus that we plan to dedicate at Homecoming 2007.
The Legacy Walk of engraved pavers, inaugurated by the Class
of 2007, will eventually be open to future classes and alumni
who wish to participate. More information will be forthcoming
for those who would like to contribute to the legacy walkwaya lasting tribute and a beautification project for our campus.
Mark your calendars now to attend Homecoming 2007-A
Red Carpet Affair. Many fun-filled activities are being planned
for the weekend of September 28-30, 2007. Check the Web
site at www.morris.umn.edu/alumni, and watch your mail this
summer for a postcard detailing Homecoming events.
Feel free to contact me with questions, concerns, or just to
say hello! I enjoy hearing from alumni and can be reached at
rileycj @morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6394.
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A message from Juli Wagner '92
president of the UMMAA
As president of the UMM Alumni
Association (UMMAA), it was my good
fortune to address graduates and their
families, as well as faculty, staff, and guests
at the 2007 commencement ceremony.
The day was beautiful-blue sky and a
warm gentle breeze. The pageantry was
spectacular with faculty in full regalia and
flags unfurled. It was an honor to participate
and to share a congratulatory greeting and welcome from the
UMMAA.

UMMAA "on the road" events head west
Throughout the 2006-07 academic year, the University
of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Assocation held social events
in a variety of cities around the country including Chicago
and Washington, D .C. Two events found alumni and friends
congregating "out west. "
Blue sky and mild temps ushered alumni and friends-native
Arizonians and snowbirds alike- into the Arizona Golf Resort
on February 12, 2007 , in Mesa, Arizona. Guests were greeted by
Carla Riley ' 85, director of alumni relations and annual giving,
Maddy Maxeiner ' 76, associate vice chancellor for external
relations, and Jacquie Johnson , chancellor, who provided a UMM
update.
On June 2, 2007, Rapid City provided a historic and beautiful
backdrop for an alumni and friends get-together. Guests gathered
at the Badlands Room of the Best Wes tern Ramkota the weekend
of tbe annual Crazy Horse Volksmarch, in which alumni Judy ' 72
and Gregg Nielson '70 participated.

Photo above from left: UMMAA Mesa event guests included
Jodi Huberty Herfurth '91, Cheryl Johnson '91, and Patty
Moorse '91.

I've been on campus with the 2007 graduates, now our
newest alumni, many times over the years as I've served
on the UMMAA board-dining in Food Services, meeting
in Behmler Hall and Lafave House, and attending special
events including Homecoming festivities . A favorite
memory will always be the first-ever Senior Banquet held
last December sponsored by the UMMAA. I witnessed a lot
of fun and great conversations. That evening, the Class of
2007's identity became stronger. And on commencement day,
I witnessed it growing even more so as classmates made their
way across the sparkling green mall to the commencement
stage on a magnificent spring day to receive their diplomas.
The UMMAA is interested in fostering and growing class
identity because alumni are more likely to stay involved
with campus and participate in UMMAA events as a group
rather than as individuals. And the UMMAA is ready to
help you stay in touch with friends from your class and
beyond, whether you are a brand-new 2007 graduate or one
who walked the commencement stage many years before.
Participating in alumni events will keep you in touch with
campus happenings and provide an avenue to support the
students, faculty, and the UMM traditions that we enjoy.
The Class of2007 is well on its way
to having a lasting identity, joining
the· 43 graduating classes that
preceded them. I invite all alumni
to join me in actively participating
in UMMAA events and activities.
Stay connecte'd through the UMM
Alumni Association.

Photo at left from left: UMMAA
Rapid City event guests included
Estella Claymore '06, Carla Riley
'85, Chancellor Jacquie Johnson,
Melinda Schanilec Orr '86, Maddy
Maxeiner '76, Judy Nielson '72,
and Gregg Nielson '70.
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Class N otes________________
Class of '65
David Wagner, Marshfield, Wisconsin,
passed away in December 2006.

Class of '70
Mona Syverson Gregersen retired at the
end of the 2006-07 school year, ending a
35-year career in art education. She spent
her teaching years at Chokio-Alberta High
School and Discovery Middle School in
Alexandria.

Class of '66
Romilly Wilson Cassida, Oak Harbor,
Washington, passed away at age 61 in
December 2006.
Class of '68
Gary Lickfett writes: "I continue to be
busy in my free time with an extensive
remodeling/room addition project. In
my ' on-the-clock' time, I do consulting
on a workplace safety project for a local
manufacturer. In between, I take an
occasional excursion to California to visit
grandbaby Garrett and his parents."
Class of '69
Lyle Bailey, Blue Earth, passed away in
February 2007.

~compiled by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka

Emmy Lawatsch Kvatum was recognized
for 35 years as director oftbe Stevens
County Development Achievement Center.
Robert Rose, Duluth, passed away at age
58 in January 2007.
Gary McGrath '68, dean of student affairs
at Arizona State University, visited with
Vern Chandler, retired UMM staff, at
the UMM Alumni Association gathering
in Mesa, Arizona, in February 2007.

Bud Schmidt retired after more than 33 years with the
pharmaceutical and drug delivery systems divisions of3M in St.
Paul. He was senior quality assurance specialist specializing in
aerosol drug delivery. He plans to find part-time work to keep him
active. He and wife Meridean live in Cottage Grove.

Class of '71
Don Lifto retired in 2006 after a 25-year
career as a public school superintendent. He
is a senior vice president with Springsted,
Incorporated, a public finance advisory and
consu lting firm based in St. Paul.

Class of '72
Anne Stewart-Uehling is the author of the children's book! Saw
a Moose Today.
Keith Swanson, recently retired activities and athletic director
at West Central Area High School, was named the 2006-07
Minnesota Athletic Director of the Year for Class A Schools.

Professor Ted Uehling provided Stahman '67 with "tools for life"
Robert Stahman '67, a political science major, also enjoyed
philosophy courses. The late Ted Uehling, professor emeritus of
philosophy, was instrumental in providing Stahman with the tools
he needed during his UMM education and his life beyond the
campus walls.
"Uehling introduced me to the logical forms of inquiry and
to analytical processes that are the foundation of philosophical
thinking," recalls Stahman. "I still remember the clarity with
which he presented the analytical thought processes utilized by
certain philosophers. I was excited because Uehling was able to
take complicated matters and make them relatively simple."
As a freshman, Stahman arrived at UMM with the goal of being exposed to
a wide variety of experiences from which he could make an informed decision
regarding his future. As a result ofUehling's teachings, Stahman entered into a
career in law. Throughout his legal career as a trial lawyer, a corporate lawyer,
and as general counsel for IDACORP, Inc. an Idaho Power Company, he always
remembered what Uheling taught him: "Keep it simple."
Stahman retired as vice president, general counsel, and corporate secretary
of IDACORP, in December 2004. He continues to serve as a consultant for the
company.
Photo from the 1966 Venture yearbook
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Class of '73
John Keskinen 's grassroots musical
ensemble The Livin' Room performs at
a local tavern. The nine players enjoy
folk, blues, rock, country-western, and
original songs. "Johnny K" sings and plays
mandolin, harmonica, resonator slide guitar
(a.k.a. dobro), and Gibson acoustic guitars.
He moves and shakes in small ensembles
such as The Confection Section, Born to Be
Mild, and Folked Up. He was also recruited
into another ensemble to play dobro and
guitar: www.MoondanseTrio.com. John
serves on the Springfield Arts Commission.
He has exhibited artwork in solo and group
gallery shows. John notes that thanks to his
"day job" at Siuslaw Bank, he can restring
guitars and eat regular meals with son
Janne ( 13). John shares his interest in art
and music with his son, who takes piano
and drum lessons at The Shedd Institute.
John welcomes e-mails from friends and
music devotees at keskyjohn@hotmail.com
and says: "Hello to all ' 73ers! "

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Bill King is president of the Minnesota
Council on Foundations.
Paul Miller was Hamline University head
football coach in 2005 and 2006, St. Olaf
College head football coach from 19972001. He earned a master of science in
physical education from Minnesota State
University, Mankato in 1985.
Class of '74
Kevin Flicker, ceramics teaching specialist
at UMM, had several pots on display in
the group exhibition, Open/Closed-A rt on
the Axis: Wood and Clay, at the American
Association of W oodturners in the
Landmark Center in St. Paul.
Vicki Johnson Klovstad Perilla lives in
Plymouth with her daughter who attends
North Hennepin Community College. She
is an office manager for a financial fraud
consultant and is undergoing chemotherapy
for a chronic sarcoma.

Dirk White '79 credits UMM with instilling "an open mind"
Dirk White '79 and wife Trish, pharmacists, own two
pharmacies in Sitka, Alaska. White states that his UMM
education-and not just science courses-informs his work every
day. " Morris instilled in me the philosophy of keeping an open
mind, and it has benefited me throughout my life in so many ways,"
he states.
A biology major, White recalls the encouraging words of
Professor of Chemistry Jim Togeas, his organic chemistry teacher,
and Professor of Biology Ellen Ordway, his entomology teacher,
saying: "They were very nurturing in every encounter, labs and classroom."
White also remembers a few experiences outside of the classroom: "There were
house parties after finals that I remember very fondly. At a dinner with Professor
Ordway, we ate all kinds of bugs. If anybody loves bugs more than she, I have not met
them! Although that dinner could have been on Fear Factor, they were all traditional
foods somewhere in the world."
From Richard llkka, speech, White learned the love of oration. "Pharmacy is
all about being able to pass information on to my patients and being sure they really
understand what I have said. Communication is crucial."
"I am going to try to be very persistent in insisting that my children attend a
liberal arts college," says White. "Exposure to all the disciplines has made me who I
am today. Without UMM I would not have as diverse an interest base as I do!"

Deb Smith, an Aberdeen American News sports writer, was
named media person of the year by the South Dakota Wrestling
Coaches Association.
Class of '75
John Beutler taught in the Grant-Deuel school system in Revillo,
South Dakota, until his death in 1992 from Non-Hodgkin ' s
Lymphoma. Wife Chris and sons Don and DJ. live in the FargoMoorhead area. E-mail chris@clayabstract.
Terry VanDerPol represented The Land
Stewardship Project at The Home Grown
Economy conference, sponsored by
U. S. Representative Collin Peterson and held
atUMM.
Class of '77
Kent Meyers, associate professor of English
VanDerPol at Black Hills State University, had "Rodney
Valen ' s Second Life" published in The
Georgia Review, and "The Car That Loved Water" was accepted
for publication in the Storyquarterly literary journal.

Kirsten "Kirki" Charlson Noppinger founded a Forensic DNA
Analysis Lab in 2004. She and her employees are actively solving
everything from cold to current cases using state-of-the-art
technology. She reports: "Just for the record, we turned down the
Anna Nicole Smith paternity case-too much of a media circus
for us, uff da! "
Carol Hostar Sievers has been a middle school teacher in Park
Rapids for many years and is completing a master of science in
school counseling. "I'm thrilled when students choose UMM
because I know, for me, it was the best decision I ever made."
Jerry Witt was named an Assistant Coach of the Year by the
Minnesota Basketball Coaches Association. He coaches at Morris
Area High School.
Class of '79
Wanda Schackmann-Flechsig was juror for the 2007 Juried
Student Art Exhibition at UMM. She is founding director of Circa
Gallery in Minneapolis.
Class of '81
Tom Beyer retired this spring after serving as Willmar High
School head wrestling coach for 26 years.

Gail Rix.en read original poems during the
celebration of the new anthology To Sing
Along the Way : Minnesota Women Poets.from
Pre-territorial Days to the Present in February
2007 atUMM.
Class of '78
Loren Hacker is superintendent of Canby and
Hendricks school districts.

Rick Jauert is spokesman for U.S. Congressman Keith Ellison,
representative from Minnesota.

Rix.en

Class of '83
Gail Smith Hockert and Lori Borowski '03 are members of The
Tuesday Night Knitters. The group created 135 caps for newborn
babies that were donated to Save the Children and Warm Up
America! Foundation.
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Class of '84
Susan Larson Sommerfeld is principal at Wayzata West Middle
School. Her 22-year career in education has brought her much
job satisfaction. Highlights include teaching math and coaching
alongside Jill Lewis Becken '84 at Forest Lake and hiring Ben
Hoehn '00 at Richfield Middle School while serving as principal.
Susan also notes that she ran into Doc '65 and Kay Carlson '65,
while golfing at Eagle's Point Golf Club in South Carolina where
their son, Brent, is head golf pro. "What a small world!"
Class of '85
Doug Tigner lives in Maple Grove with wife Diane, two boys
and two girls, ages 11 , 9, 7, and 5. Doug keeps busy coaching
basketball and baseball, and keeping track of the kids' activities!
Class of '86
Danette M . Griffith is senior writer for Marketing and Public
Relations and husband Steve is vice president and dean for
Academic Affairs at Simpson College.
Class of '87
Penny Bruns Brynildson and husband Rick sold their East
Silent Resort in Dent. The couple purchased a home near Pelican
Rapids. Penny substitute teaches while looking for full-time
employment. Their sons are Thomas (IO) and Timothy (5) .

30 years of military service. He serves as a primary instructor
for the Advanced Operations and Warfighting Course and state ·
coordinator for the Minnesota teaching cell out of Camp Ripley.

Jeff Ledermann, planner and educator for the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency, created and managed the awardwinning exhibit, Eco Experience, at the Minnesota State Fair.
"Stop by and visit me at the fair or at www.ecoexperience.org."
Paul Libbon is executive director for Ecumen at Lakeshore,
Bayshore, and Lakeland Shores in Duluth.
Dyanne Opdahl Parsons is Minnewaska Community School ' s
director and start-up coordinator.
Class of '88
Wayne "Ribsy" Petermeier has been a fourth grade teacher
at Browerville for 16 years . He is head football, junior high
basketball, and head fast-pitch softball coach. Petermeier is 2007
president of the Minnesota State High School Football Coaches
Association. "My wife Kris and I are running all over watching
our sons Brent (13), Kyle (11), and Nate (7) play football ,
basketball, and baseball," he reports.

Class of '89
· Paul and Nanci Sifferath Brown '90, Inver Grove Heights,
welcomed baby Kyle in May 2006. Daughter Jennifer is five .
Blaine Hill is 2007 president of the Breckenridge, Minnesota/
Paul is a regional training manager for Caribou Coffee. Nanci is
Wahpeton, North Dakota Chambers of Commerce. Lieutenant
an accounting manager for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota.
Colonel Hill serves in the Army Reserves and has completed
Contact them by email at
pbrown@cariboucoffee.com
and
Professor Don Spring's effect on Randy Sukow's career
nanci_
brown@bluecrossrnn.com.
Randy Sukow '84, has fond memories of"first-rate"
UMM professors. William "Don" Spring, professor emeritus
of English, is a vivid recollection: "I was an English major and
took three classes from Spring. The Emily Dickenson course was
particularly interesting. It seemed less like a class and more like
an intense, focused investigation. Spring would ask my opinion
about a detail of a poem, not because he was quizzing me but
because he actually wanted to know what I thought. I've never
attended a large campus, but I've always assumed that it would
be impossible to learn in that sort of setting anywhere else but a place like UMM."
Sukow's experience in Spring's classroom continues to influence his work. As
a writer for the National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (NRTC), Sukow is
very aware of the many complex technological, legal, and business issues that affect
small businesses providing telephone service, Internet access, and satellite television
service to rural area. In his work, he explains those topics to a variety of audiences
with different levels of understanding-managers of rural telcos, NRTC executives,
government officials, and the general public. "When Spring was showing me how
to critique poetry, he was really showing me how to break down a difficult concept,
analyze it, and express it again in other forms. He was showing me how things that
seem to have plain meanings often have multiple meanings. He was also showing me
how to read a line of text from different perspectives and to ' think outside the box."'
"Today," Sukow continues, " instead ofreading from wood pulp in my hands, I
usually squint at pixels on a screen. But I've made a pretty good life out of it, and I
probably wouldn 't have the skill to translate difficult concepts into information for a
wider audience without the help of professors like Don Spring."
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Class of '90
Kevin Bullis is defensive coordinator at
the University of Wisconsin, River Falls.
Class of '91
Lori Inman Oschmann and husband
welcomed son Zachary in February 2007.
He joins big sister Sarah (18 mos.) . "The
two keep us very busy! " she reports.
They live in Tucson, Arizona, and love
the weather. The couple owns Oschmann
Employee Screening Services, managing
drug and alcohol testing programs. Lori
handles the marketing, advertising, and
branding. She would love to hear from
friends at lori@oschmann.org.
Jeff Tyberg writes: "In 1988, UMM ' s
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship group
took a spring break trip to the White
Mountain Apache reservation in Arizona. I
recently drove a bus-load of St. Cloud State
students to that same reservation! A group
has gone from SCSU or UMM almost
every year since 1988."

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Ann Michels played Hannah Brown
in Irving Berlin ' s Easter Parade at
Chanhassen Dinner Theatre.

Richard and Nancy Schiffler Wehseler
have three children: twins Ben and
Caroline (4 ½) and Elle (3). Richard is
chief of staff at Rice Memorial Hospital in
Willmar.

Christina Muedeking, Washington, D.C.,
is regional assistant chief for the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, selected
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Class of '92
Melissa Nyman Bertsch and husband
Todd welcomed baby Margaret Elaine in
November 2006.
Sarah Peterson Blomquist lives in
Plymouth with husband Brett, and sons
Joshua (4) and Benjamin (2). Sarah is
human resources manager for Cargill' s law
department. "Hello to everyone with the
same fond memories of Gay Hall and late
night fries at Don's! "

Jennifer Ginkel Dahl '90 and Peter Dahl
'91 visited campus with Isaac, Laura,
and Lianna.

Lisa Landwehr Phipps and husband
Clayton welcomed baby Luke Michael in
February 2007. Luke joins siblings Julie
and Danny. "I am on extended maternity
leave from my teacher's aide position at the
one-room schoolhouse near our home," she
reports . "We are still ranching in Montana.
Hi to all the Saddle Club people, and for

those of you who remember my horse,
Sunny, I still have her. She' s 31."

C. Nolan Carson sold his Yankton, South Dakota, dental practice
and started a prosthodontics residency at the University oflowa.
Nolan, wife Kris, and children Mckenzie and Marcus moved in
the spring of 2006.
Lucinda Livingston Hochsprung graduated from Metropolitan
State with an individualized degree plan in French and
gerontology. She is a certified activity director in longterm care
and works at Episcopal Church Home in St. Paul. She would love
to hear from others at Buckandlu2@msn.com .
Wendy Kohnen Klute and husband Joel welcomed Chase
Everett in February 2007. He joins big sisters Lilia (6) and
Ashley (3) in Eden Prairie. Wendy is a homemaker. Joel manages
Velocity Hockey Center.

Class of '93
Gary Barber Wahl and Anne Barber '94 were married in
Albion, Michigan, in 2004. They teach at Albion College. Anne
teaches photo and video. Gary teaches photo, digital art, and
sculpture. Son Oliver Nathaniel Barber Wahl joined Anne, Gary,
and their four cats- Gilbert, Buzz-boy, Flora, and Milo- in June
2006. E-mail them at gwahl @albion.edu or abarber@albion.edu.
Bonnie Thedin and husband James celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary in April 2007.
Robbie Thompson and wife Malinda live outside of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with children Sophia (9), Joseph
(5), and Sasha (2). Robbie is general counsel for the New Jersey
Credit Union League in Hightstown, New Jersey.
Class of '94
Jeff and Jennifer Rice Brandt, Maple
Grove, welcomed baby Christopher
Jeffrey, born January 2007 . Daughter
Katherine (2 ½) is really enjoying her
new big sister role. Jeff is employed by
Datacard, and Jennifer is teaching parttime at Perpich Center for Arts Education
Arts High School.
Shawn Larsen established Morris
Electronics in 1993, specializing in
computer and network technology and
applications.

Jeanne Gilbertson Ohren married
Dennis Ohren in September 2006 on
the shore of Lake Superior. Jeanne is a
software engineer at Cassatt Corporation
On May 12, 2007, UMM's 44th Commencement, six Schuft sisters, all UMM graduates, in Mendota Heights. She and Dennis
gathered to celebrate: Jodi Sanken '87, Cindy Maiers '88, Connie Simonett '89, Vicki built a home in Victoria. E-mail Jeanne at
jcohren@pobox.com.
Herrmann '94, Steffie Gronlund '96, and new graduate Terri Jo Schuft '07.
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Professor Klinger's trust and teaching inspires
confidence and accomplishment in Leppink Staren '97
Devon Leppink Staren '97,
psychology, began her UMM career in
the mid- l 990s full of excitement for
attending college, living away from
home, and meeting new friends. She was
looking forward to a rigorous academic
setting: "I rarely felt educationally
and intellectually challenged before
attending college. I was hopeful that I
would be able to learn from professors
whose experience, intellect, and
education I would respect.
During her very first quarter at
UMM, Leppink Staren began building
Leppink Staren and husband
what would become an influential
and important student/faculty relationship with Eric Klinger, professor emeritus
of psychology. "I began working for Professor Klinger, cataloguing his articles in
a database, for work-study. After that first quarter, he offered me a position as a
research assistant on his Event Related Potential (ERP) project studying the effects
of emotion on the ability to process and understand language. I loved working on this
project because the topic was fascinating . I learned to conduct and monitor EEG brain
scans on the volunteer participants-I felt like a real research scientist! By the time I
graduated, I was running the project as a Morris Academic Partner. The trust that he
put in me and the time he took teaching me during college, has certainly contributed to
a sense of accomplishment and confidence in my own ability to learn new things and
take responsibility for rny educational and professional development."
Leppink Staren is an attorney, primarily a litigator focusing on white-collar crime
defense, in a private firm in Washington, D.C.

Mara Rutten relocated back to Arizona after six years in
Washington, D.C. She works for the federal government in
Tucson.
LoriAnn Lentsch Wilson, husband Jeff, and big sister Julia (3),
welcomed baby Benjamin Hoyt in August 2006. LoriAnn works
at Battelle Memorial Institute as senior research scientist/program
manager. Jeff is manager at Chemical Abstracts Service.

John and Melanie Gezel-Rangel,
Shakopee, write: "Hey Gay II, third floor in
' 91- ' 92, remember us?!" John and Melanie
left UMM for the Twin Cities campus
at the end of the I 992 school year. They
married in June 1994 and welcomed son
Jasper in September 1998. John works for
SuperValu in Hopkins. Melanie keeps busy
with volunteering. E-mail John at
mjjrangel@yahoo .com or Melanie at
melgezelrangel @yahoo.com .
Julie Emerson Heyen and husband
Byron, Colfax, North Dakota, welcomed
baby Alison Signe in April 2006. She
joins big sister Emma (3). Julie teaches
English and creative writing at Richland
High School.
Nate Metcalf was a champion on
"Jeopardy! " in January 2007, appearing on
two shows and winning a total of $24,846.
Jay and Dawn Lueth Mitchell welcomed
baby Nathan Otto in September 2006. Nathan
joins Noah (5) and Ella (3). Jay works
in family medicine at Mayo Clinic in
Rochester where they live.

Scott Perowitz lives outside St. Cloud
on a small hobby farm . He is an IT
specialist/project manager and owns
Keptin Consulting Services. Perowitz is
establishing the Central Minnesota Association oflnformation
Professionals.

Class of '96
Renee Kaess Drewicke, Herman, welcomed twins Jacob Lee and
Emily Susan in February 2007. ·

Bill and Kari Johnson Roberts, St. Paul, moved back to
Minnesota a year ago after completing graduate school in New
Hampshire. Bill teaches chemistry. Kari is working in the neonatal
Class of '95
Jen Guggisberg Bellmont and husband Brian welcomed daughter intensive care unit at the University of Minnesota. Son Gavin is
two years old.
Rory Makena in December 2006. When they are not busy
navigating the joys and cha! lenges of new parenthood, they run a
public relations agency from their home in Savage.
Shenandoah Ellis-Ulmer has three sons, Jackson (11), Hunter (9),
and Speros (1). A 12-year member of the Air Force, she and her
Sarah Bromeland, Silver Spring, Maryland, is an internal
husband are stationed at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota. Contact
medicine physician. She and her husband welcomed
her at mikesbenulmer@hotmail.com.
their first child, Milo James, on Christmas Day 2006.
Aaron Van Oort, a partner in Faegre & Benson LLP ' s
Kathy Hanvik Follett is a senior project manager
litigation practice, was named an "Up & Coming Attorney"
and writer for Schauer Global Health in Burnsville.
by Minnesota Lawyer editors. Aaron is a commercial
"The commute from St. Michael is a beast, but I
litigator, primarily focusing on civil cases and class actions.
love the work," she writes .
He is a former clerk for Justice Antonin Scalia of the United
States Supreme Court.
Van Oort
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Amy Cerney York, husband John, and son Ian (2) welcomed
baby Owen Anthony in November 2006. Amy teaches first
grade in the Wayzata School District. This summer, the family
will move to Florida where John has accepted a new position. "I
would love to hear from long-lost Morris friends! " E-mail Amy at
johnamyyork@hotmail.com.
Class of '97
Emily Benidt has taught French for eight years in the Twin
Cities. She participated in a one-year Fulbright teacher exchange
in France. The proud owner of a boi sterous border collie named
Lucky plans to move to a farm in rural south central Minnesota in
September. "I still have fond memories ofUMM. Hello to all! "
Rob and Kelly Nelson Doohen plan to move back to Minnesota
this summer. They write: "We have enjoyed living in Vermont
the past four years, but we are ready to be closer to family and
friends." Rob will finish his residency in orthopedic surgery in
June and will be practicing in Cambridge. Kelly continues to be a
a stay-at-home mom with son Noah (4).
Dan and Julie Pederson Geiselhart were married in 1998. They
lived in Rockford for a year, then bought a house in Farmington.
Dan is a math teacher at Bloomington Kennedy High School.
Julie is a physics teacher at Eastview High School in Apple
Valley. They have two sons, Jack (4) and Lewis "Lewy" (2).
Tim Hardy is still remodeling his house in Columbia Heights and
was promoted to senior systems engineer with Target Corporation.
Ryan and Steph Clay James have two daughters, Cally (9) and
Kendyl (6). Ryan is a scientist at Battelle, a nonprofit contract
research and development company in Columbus, Ohio. Steph is
the ministry coordinator at New Life Community Church, Canal
Winchester, Ohio.
Luke and Erin Osborn McLain '96 live in Ham Lake with their
kids : Brenna (3), Lauren (18 mos.), and Connor (5 mos.) . Erin
works part-time. Luke is retired and a stayat-home dad.

Garth Gavenda is an associate attorney with
Anastasi & Associates, P.A. in Stillwater. He
earned his juris doctor degree from William
Mitchell College of Law in 2001.
Carmen Falkingham Hills is superintendent/
principal for the Big Stone City School
District after eight years teaching in the
Gavenda
Clinton-Graceville-Beardsley School District.
She received a specialist degree in educational administration
from Minnesota State University, Moorhead in December 2006.
Emily Lunz is continuing her career in broadcasting begun
at KUMM. She is a writer/assistant producer for the CNN
lnternational 's Your World Today program in Atlanta, Georgia.
Rachel Woods ' son Josiah (15 mos.) had open-heart surgery in
January 2007 and is doing absolutely fine, she reports . Contact
her at rrwoodsl @msn .com for further updates .
Class of '99
Melissa Goracke, Plymouth, is nearing completion of a
master of science in clinical psychology. Drop her an e-mail at
honeybee7677@hotmail.com.
Kjersti Hanneman recently completed a master of science in
geography at the University of Minnesota and is working as an
account planner at Campbell Mithun, an advertising agency in
Minneapolis.
Janell Witte Larson, Farmington, was married last summer. She
works in Lakeville in the areas of internal communications and
human resources. Her husband is a second grade teacher.
Heidi Van Heel works for KTCA/KTCI Public Television in
St. Paul. She is production coordinator for "Fat; What No one is
Telling You," which aired on public television in April 2007 .

Mick Yanke and wife Grace welcomed
baby Jackson Hugh in August 2006. Drop
them a line at Mick.Yanke@dc.kl2.mn .us.

Class 9f '00
Danaj Edmond, actress, model and
producer, has appeared in several films
this year: Step Up, The Invasion, Disney's
20 Questions, Live Free or Die Hard,
and National Treasure. She is on the
production team for America's Next
Top Model, a producer with Fox News
Channel, and "on the tech side at NBC" in
Washington, D.C., where she makes her
home. She'd love to hear frorri UMMers at
ms_ danaj2000@yahoo.com.

Class of '98
Louise Ferry received a doctorate in
clinical psychology in January 2007 from
Capella University. Her dissertation was
titled Adult Pet Attachments. Louise is
a psychologist at Woodland Centers in
Willmar.

Eric and Nicole Statz Peterson live in
Sauk Rapids with daughter Abigail (2).
Eric is a Wells Fargo commercial banker.
Nicole is a physical therapist for NovaCare
Rehabilitation. E-mail Eric and Nicole at
lfty777@hotmail.com or at
nicolepeterson7@lycos.com.

Becky Erdelt Skarhus, Tucson , Arizona,
is a market grocery manager responsible
for overseeing 12 stores in Tucson
and southern Arizona. E-mail her at
skarh usbs@aol.com.

Kyung Don Tak '97, a Navy chaplain,
received a Na val Officer Commission.
He attends Officer Indoctrination School
and Navy Chaplain School in New Port,
Rhode Island.
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Shannon Lambert Cooper is an attorney living in Minneapolis
with husband Shaun. "My e-mail address is lamberts@umn.edu,
so please brighten my dull day with exciting and exotic tales of
your life-especially the girls of3A. I miss you!"
Bryan Herrmann , assistant director of admissions at UMM, is
the recipient of the 2007 Morris Academic Staff Award .
Sareen "Sara" Dunleavy Keenan earned a master of science
in educational administration, and husband Brendan finished a
master of science in information and library science.

A Roommate Weekend in Iowa allowed these alumni to gather
in a central location for fun, reminiscing, and Pizza Ranch
buffet! Back: Seth Kersten '98, Brian Jacobs, Doug Hanson
'99, and Jason Cunningham. Seated: Paula Mack Kersten '99,
Shannon Steinbring Jacobs '99, Nicole Neu Hanson '99, Kara
Keenaghan Cunningham '99. Future UMMers: Siena Kersten,
Natalie Hanson, Paige Hanson, and McKenzie Cunningham
Chaz Rice is an ATV public/media relations manager for
Quebec-based Can-Am, working from his home office in the
Twin Cities. Wife Kelly Klosterman Rice is a senior editor for
Today 's Health and Wellness magazine.
Kevira Mertha Voegele married Corey Voegele in September
2006 in Faribault. Kevira is news editor and Corey is sports editor
for the Faribault Daily News.
Class of '01
Angie Bos will be an assistant professor of political science at the
College of Wooster in Wooster, Ohio, beginning the fall 2007.
She and boyfriend Bas will move to Wooster this summer.
Lori Buchheim ended a clerkship with Judge Rosenbaum in
Hennepin County in April 2006 and became an associate attorney
with Quarnstrom & Doering, P.A. in Marshall. She practices
criminal prosecution as an assistant city attorney and also
represents clients in family law matters.

Class of '02
Katie Gravalin Jendro is an associate attorney with the law firm
Runchey, Louwagie, and Wellman. Katie primarily practices in
the areas of family law, divorce, child custody, paternity actions,
and wills. She attended the University of North Dakota and
earned a law degree with distinction in 2006.
Nate Riveness traveled to Singapore to work as a court reporter
for the World Bank annual meetings. He visited Japan, Thailand,
and Burma. He is a reporter for the U.S . Senate and World Bank
in Washington , D.C. Contact Nate at n_riveness@hotmail.com.
David Speetzen, St. Louis, Missouri , is a doctorate candidate in
philosophy at Washington University and a fellow with the Center
for New International Social Sciences.
Michael Urness is a restore manager for Habitat for Humanity
(HFH) in Lafayette, Louisiana. He lived in Lafayette with fellow
UMMer Anna Purdy '00 from 2004-06. Last August, he returned
to Minnesota to work with the Fergus Falls area HFH, "but after
just one lackluster winter, I'm returning south," he says. He hopes
that anyone in Acadiana will drop him a line at mauress@gmail.
com or visit www.myspace.com/maurness.
Raziya Webster married Floyd Lumpkins in November 2006.
The couple lives in Dolton, Illinois.
Class of '03
Erny Amborn's animated Creation was selected as 1 of26 short
films to screen at the 2007 Rochester International Film Festival
in Rochester, New York. View the film at www.emyjo.com.

Send us your Class Notes!
Your friet1ds are waitit1g to hear frot1t Ymt!
Jy 111ail:
Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
UMM 123 HFA
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267

Jy e-111ail: alumni @morris.umn.edu
Online: www .morris.umn.edu/AlumniUpdate
Next Class Notes deadline: August 15, 2007

Mike Torres '00 and Jill Farris '01, and Danushka Wanduragala
'01 and Nicole Pankratz Blissenbach '02 attended the UMM
Alumni Association's 2007 Midwinter gathering.
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Class of '05
Joe Casey, United States Army and member of the 71st Cavalry
Squadron, 10th Mountain Division, serves in Afghanistan.
Tiffany Roufs is a senior recruitment
associate with Teach for America-Minnesota
Recruitment Team.

Roufs

Nicole Stiklestad Marschall '02 married Todd Marschall in
January 2007 . Alums attending the ceremony included Laurie Holt
Ollila '01; Kelly Kuznia Freudenberg '01; Tyler '01 and Bessy
Rodriguez Erickson '01; Dena Sandahl '02; Juliette Liesinger
'02 ; Rebecca Thoennes '02; Brad and Deidra Ehlenz Waldoch
'01. Stacey Frank Voit '93, who played piano, and John Voit's
'91 daughter Elizabeth was a flower girl. Nicole is a private voice
and piano teacher, and vocal director for Burnsville High School's
musical theatre program. Todd is an autobody technician. They
live in Apple Valley.
Sara Burmeister Anderson , Spirit Lake, Iowa, is an office
manager and bookkeeper, noting: "The best part is my office is in
a jewelry store! " E-mail her at skburmeister@hotmail.com.

Class of '06
Megan Losure works for CLIMB Theatre, an
educational touring children's theatre based in
Inver Grove Heights.

Richelle Maciej's "A Touch of the Wild Side: A Fantasy-Theme
and Feminist Analysis of the Twins III," won the 2007 Central
States Communication Association State Journal Manuscript
Award.
Alison Scherzer, Coon Rapids, performed in the chorus of Lost
in the Stars produced by Skylark Opera in the Twin Cities.
Faculty and staff notes
Arlene Bedel, retired custodial staff, passed away in December
2006.
Winter 2007 Profile corrections:
Lafave House was donated to UMM in 1999, not 2003 as stated.
UMM received the portrait of Jack Imholte painted by Robert
Menzhuber '76 from Jack and Lucy Imholte '70, not Michael
M_enzhuber as stated. We regret the errors.

Class of '04
Ben and Katie Nelson Brehmer '05 were married in Mankato in
Alumni profiles for Class Notes were written by Rebekah
August 2006. They met on the 2003 Geology Club spring break
Deutl '08, Anoka, communication assistant in the Office of
trip. They live in Battlement Mesa, Colorado. Katie is a teacher.
University Relations.
Ben is a geologist. UMMers in the wedding
party were Liana Aube Schaffer '05,
Buchanan models teaching excellence for Musser '06
Brianna Oseland '07, Melissa Schweiss,
Clinton, Maryland, fourth grade teacher Sarah Musser ' 06
Andy Schilling, Paul Monnens, and Scott
identifies Sarah Buchanan, associate professor of French, as
Ellingson.
a great influence on her career and her classroom personality.
Stash Hempeck received a $1,200
grant from the Northwest Regional Arts
Council of Minnesota to produce a poetry
chapbook. He will be mentored by poet
Gail Rixen '77. Stash is in his third year
at Minnesota State University, Moorhead
pursuing a master of fine arts in creative
writing.
Anne Meyer exhibited pottery and ink
paintings at the Prairie Renaissance
Cultural Alliance gallery in Morris. She
was an apprentice of Richard Bresnahan at
the St. John ' s Pottery Studio and worked
with master potters in Japan .
Michael Walker plays tight end for the
Sioux City Bandits.

"Buchanan has been a role model for me," shares Musser, an
elementary education major and French minor. "She possesses
the qualities of a great teacher, and I try to incorporate many
of her techniques in my own classroom. Buchanan connects
well with her students and shows concern for them. She is well
Musser
respected. I strive to have that same rapport with my students."
On-campus courses and a study abroad experience with Buchanan are among
Musser' s most favorable memories as a UMM undergraduate: "The classes I had
with Buchanan were the most fun and interesting classes I took at UMM. Buchanan
has an intense passion for French language and culture, and it shows in her teaching.
She came to class every day with so much enthusiasm and energy. There was never a
dull moment. I also participated in the July in Paris program with her, which was one
ofmy most memorable college experiences."
Musser chose to attend UMM for its strong academic excellence reputation:
"I looked forward to learning from intelligent and highly qualified professors with
a genuine interest in the education of their students," she reflects and notes that
Buchanan holds all of these qualities. "The experiences I had with Buchanan have
greatly influence the decisions I make and the attitude I have with my career."
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Athletics update
-Mark Fohl, director of intercollegiate athletics
There will be a few staff changes in
- the athletic department for the 200708 academic year. After conducting
a national search last winter, Todd
Hickman was named head football coach.
This spring, we announce that Matt
Johnson, who has been serving as our
equipment room manager and assistant
football coach, will move to Hickman's
previous position as an instructor
and coach for next year. A search is underway to find a
replacement to fill Johnson' s former position.
Tim Grove, who served as interim head women's basketball
coach this past academic year, was hired to remain in the
position on a continuing appointment.
The decision for UM.AC football programs to join with the
St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic Conference for the fall of
2008 has been reversed. Because St. Scholastica will add
football in fall 2008, the UM.AC will continue as a football
conference.
UMM will add men's cross-country this fall, bringing the total
number of sports _offered to 19.
UMM has steadily made improvements to its athletic facilities
over the last 10 years with the addition of a soccer facility, a
new football stadium, improvements to the softball complex,
and this summer the track facility will be resurfaced.

Wintheiser '07 receives
Willis Kelly Award
Exemplifying the spirit of competition
in lJ_MM women's athletics, Ashley
Wintheiser '07, Lino Lakes, received the
2007 Willis Kelly Award. The psychology
major's accomplishments in track and field
include: three-time UMAC All Conference
Wintheiser
honors; five track and field school records;
breaking indoor and outdoor throwing records 18 times; and
holding the UM.AC record in indoor shot put and hammer throw.
She served as team captain the past three years. Her events are
shot put and weight during the indoor season, and shot put,
hammer, and discus during the outdoor season.
The athletics program was an important part of Wintheiser' s
UMM career. "I've always been in one sport or another," she
reflects, "so I don't think that my college experience would have
been what it was ifl wouldn' t have continued with track." Her
fondest memory will be the team winning the conference track
and field meet during her freshman year.
Wintheiser will pursue a master of science with a major in
kinesiology at the University of North Dakota this fall. Her career
goal is to become a sport psychologist.
The award honors the late Willis Kelly, UMM physical
education coach and athletic director. She was the first director
of women's athletics in 1975 and director of men's and women 's
athletics from 1982 until retirement in 1987.
by Rebekah Deutl ' 08, Anoka

Gremmels inducted into
South Dakota Sports Hall of Fame
The South
Dakota Sports Hall
of Fame inducted Jim
Gremmels, professor
emeritus of English
and Cougar men's
basketball coach, in
May 2007. Gremmels
is also a member of the
Cougar Hall of Fame
and Augustana College
Hall of Fame.
Gremmels lettered in football , basketball, and track in high
school in Sioux Falls. At Augustana, he won Most Valuable
Player basketball awards in the North Central Conference in
1951 and 1952. In 1960, Rodney Briggs, UMM' s first chief
administrator, recognized Gremmels' success coaching at
Glenwood High School and recruited him to teach English and
coach at the new U ofM campus in Morris. Gremmels served
as UMM's first basketball coach for four years. He retired from
teaching in 1999, but continues to serve as a part-time basketball
assistant coach.
Photo: Gremmels accepting the award. Courtesy of the South
Dakota Sports Hall of Fame
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All-Conferenee
UMAChonors

Bergman and Smolensky receive
Senior Honor Athlete awards

Congratu lations to the
fo llowing Cougar athletes who
received all-conference honors for winter and spring sports
during the 2006-07 academic year.

Selected by a committee of coaches,
the annual Senior Honor Athlete award
recognizes scho lar athletes who excel in
the classroom and on the court or field .

Academic all-conference
Arielle Anderson ' 08, Wayzata, basketball; Annika Bergman
'07, Superior, Wisconsin, basketball; Alli son Betsch ' 09, New
Ulm , track and field; Kevin Cunniff ' 07, Alexandria, basketball;
Brent Durensky '07, Barnesville, basketball ; Dan Dutcher ' 08,
Vadnais Heights, track and field ; Jen Edin '08, Askov, track and
field ; Rosalynn Johnson '07, St. Paul, softball; Corey Kelzenberg
' 08, Frid ley, basketball and tennis; Adam Luebke '07, Albert
Lea, tennis ; Eric Smolensky '07, Buffalo, baseball; Katherine
Wi lli ams '08, Sti llwater, tennis; Christina Woods '07, Wells,
tennis

Women's Senior Honor Athlete
Annika Bergman '07, Superior,
Wisconsin, a psychology major and
biology minor, graduates with a 3.49
grade point average. The Cougar guard
Bergman
was a 2006-07 co-captain for the
women's basketball team and received
Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) Academic AllConference honors for the past three years.
Love of basketball kept Bergman driven throughout her
UMM career: "I just love to play and you really can't play at the
college level unless you inspire yourself. Any sport at this level is
very demanding and you have to have the determination to keep
playing." Bergman also enjoyed serving as captain: "I'm go ing to
mi ss it. You learn responsibility and loyalty to your team."
UMM gave Bergman both the opportunity to play basketball
and pursue a liberal arts education. "I wanted to play basketball
somewhere and when I toured the campus and met the team, I
really liked it. I also didn't know what I wanted to do for a major,
so a liberal arts college seemed like a good fit and a place where I
cou ld figure out what I wanted."
Bergman has been accepted to graduate school at Marquette
Un iversity in Mi lwaukee, Wisconsin, pursuing a master of
science in the nurse practitioner program.

Baseball
Joe Fayden '07 Great Fall s, Montana, first team; Nick
Hervin '08 Cold Spring, first team ; Greg Roth ' 08, Cold Spring,
honorable mention; and Matt Throngard ' 10, Grantsburg,
Wisconsin, honorable mention
Men's basketball
Brendan McNally '07, Lindstrom, first team ; Brent Durensky
'07, Barnesville, honorable mention
Women's basketball
Alaina Benson ' 08, Clinton, first team; Tynell Kocer ' 09,
South Pierre, South Dakota, first team ; Annika Bergman '07,
Superior, Wisconsin, honorable mention; Jamie Rainey '09,
Maple Grove, all-defensive team
Men's tennis
Sean Gremmels '07, Glenwood
Women's tennis
JoJo Jacques '08, Waverly
Men's track and field
Anders Carlson '07, Maple Plain; Mitch McGuire '08,
Annandale; Patrick O'Connor ' 10, Ham Lake; Ryan Stoick '08,
Morris
Women's track and field
Allie Betsch '10, New Ulm; Megan Croatt '10, Ortonville;
Karen Frazeur '07, Canby; Lisa Frazeur '07, Canby; Joy Heysse
' 10, St. Cloud; Ashley Wintheiser '07, Lino Lakes, most valuable
player
Softball
Nicole Rettig ' 07, Carlos, first team ; Juli e Rohling' 10,
Howard Lake, first team; Shelly Remer '07, Isle, honorable
mention; Bailey Jelle '09, Lakeville, all-defensive team

Men's Senior Honor Athlete
Eric Smolensky '07, Buffalo, a
chemistry major, earned a 3.95 grade
point average. He was catcher for the
Cougar baseball team the past three
seasons receiving UMAC Academic AllConference in 2006 and 2007. He is a
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarsh ip nominee.
Baseball is Smolensky ' s passion.
His most memorable UMM recollections
Smolensky
include playing baseball side-by-side with
brother Thomas ' 06. "Between the two ofus, we have a lifetime
of stories about games, players, and trips to Florida," he shares.
Smolensky found a nice balance between his time in the
classroom and his time on the fie ld. "It has always been a goal
of mine to perform well in school. I never liked the ' dumb jock'
stereotype. When I got to college, I to ld myself that I would
never use ath letics as an excuse to do poorly in class, nor wou ld
I use academics as an excuse to skip out on ath letics. Sure, it was
hard at times, but I made a commitment to myself and the team,
and I wasn't going to let either of them down. "
Smolensky will attend the Univers ity of Minnesota in the fall
to pursue a doctorate in chem istry.
by Rebekah Deutl ' 08, Anoka
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Kath '03 "called up" to the majors
Rusty Kath
loves sports and
loves talking.
Those gifts-along
with a strong
understanding of his
audience-are the
reasons the 2003
graduate in speech
communication has
been "called up"
from the minors to
the majors in the
world of sports
announcing. The former St. Paul Saints public address announcer
is the new in-stadium emcee for the Tampa Bay Devil Rays in St.
Petersburg, Florida. New baseball team, new city, new league,
but Kath's phi losophy remains unchanged from his days as the
voice of the UMM Cougars: "Keep fans informed, laughing and
cheering, and even if the home team loses, they'll show up again
for the next game."

sixth player on the court with Kath announcing. "No matter how
small, we celebrated Cougar accomplishments to the nth degree,"
remembers Kath. "Plays and points by the opposing team were
dramatically down played, sometimes disregarded. I provided
necessary game information, and I also delivered stand-up
comedy. The mike antics kept the fans in the bleachers."

One-on-one attention at UMM
Kath credits his UMM experiences with giving him a head
start in the real world. "'Motown' really put me ahead in this
field," he says. " It is often assumed that a large university is the
best place to get exposure in media, theatre, or really any field .
Morris offers much greater opportunity. Being a smaller school, I
announced as an undergrad. Receiving one-on-one attention from
experts in their fields like Brian Curtis and Mike Cihak in Media
Services goes SO much farther than slowly working your way
up at a larger institution. Allowing me to show what I could do,
and more importantly to make mistakes-and there were manywhile still going to school was priceless. When I graduated, I was
four years ahead in the game over my competition."
UMM' s liberal arts curriculum benefited Kath, as well. "I'm
not just a guy who knows how to talk into a microphone- I
know a bit about a lot of different things. Media outlets don't
want voices; they want personalities. UMM allows you to pursue
everything you're interested in, and give you support and experts
to guide your journey. For me, it was a perfect fit."

The voice of the UMM Cougars
Kath 's sportscasting career began as a first-year UMMer
when he answered an ad in the U Register for a Cougar baseball
announcer. "I liked baseball and needed a couple bucks to pay
the bills," recalls Kath. "After a week went by, I took my dad's
advice and went to the P.E. Center to make sure they received my From the St. Paul Saints to the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
application. I talked to Mark Fohl, athletic director and baseball
The Buffalo, Minnesota, native is adjusting well to his new
coach. A few minutes later, I had the job. Had I not gone over there, position under the dome at Tropicana Field with its 35-feet high
I have no idea what I would be doing now. I can almost guarantee it video boards and 10,000-gallon aquarium, but family and good
memories keep Kath coming back to Minnesota. The alumni
wouldn' t be announcing for the Tampa Bay Devil Rays."
baseball game brings him back to campus in the spring. And
From the "Fish House" (a.k.a. press box) behind home
he is still a big Twins fan, a former employee, in fact: "As a
plate, Kath learned the ins and outs of baseball announcing from
UMM' s sports information director. "Brian Curtis taught me a
highlight logger, I watched the games in some of the best seats
lot about the game and even
in the house-the press
more about announcing.
box, ate hot dogs, talked to
He's a talented guy who
local media, did about 15
could be calling games in a
minutes of work per night
number of major markets.
recording game highlights
I owe a great deal of my
for Major League Baseball,
success to him."
and got paid to watch the
At the end of the season,
Twins. One of the best jobs
Fohl asked Kath to announce
I've ever had! " Kath also
Cougar hoops the following
announced for the Minnesota
year. "He realized that
Wild and the Minnesota
basketball would allow my
Swarm.
personality and talents to
show through," says Kath,
The perfect
"Had he not, I never would
Minnesota evening
have developed the goods
And Kath treasures
for the Saints or now the
memories of perfect
Devil Rays."
Minnesota evenings at
The then struggling
Rusty Kath, in-stadium emcee for the Tampa Bay Devil Rays,
entertaining the fans
(continued next page)
basketball team gained a
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Tuesday, August 7, 2007
Midway Stadium, St. Paul
Tailgating starts at 4 p.m.
St. Paul Saints versus the El Paso Diablos
Game starts at TOS p.m.
RSVP by July 24, 2007, to reserve up to four free tickets
for the game. A limited number of tickets are available.

(Kath continued from previous page)
Midway Stadium, where he earned a great reputation as a funloving entertainer. "Before Saints games I made it a point to walk
through the parking lot full oftailgaters," he remembers.
"I've never seen people so genuinely happy. Minnesotans
realize that grilling, or having a beer with friend s, or playing
catch with their kids will all too soon come to an end. They
soak up every bit, because sub-zero temps are just around the
corner. If I wasn ' t up for the game, the tailgate rs got me there.
I understood how lucky I was-watching outdoor baseball,
making fun of the opposing team, signing autographs, leading
cheers, coordinating a chaotic amount of promotions, and
getting paid for what I love to do. "

Photo above: Rusty Kath and Tampa Bay Devil Ray fans on
the 35-feet high video board at Tropicana Field

Traditional tailgating fare, compliments of the Office of
Admissions and Office of External Relations, and your
tickets will be available at the game.
Former St. Paul Saints announcer and UMM grad Rusty
l<ath '03 has been "called up" to the Tampa Bay Devil
Rays. The St. Paul Saints will celebrate his success by
sponsoring " I Heart Rusty" night. The first 2,500 fans
receive a Rusty Kath Bobblejaw doll.
For more info or to RSVP, contact Jillian Hiscock, Office
of Admissions, at hiscockj@morris.umn.edu or call
320-589-6491.
RSVP on line: www.morris.umn.edu/prospective/saints/

Women's soccer alumni gather on campus
Several soccer alumni made their
way back to campus for the Apri l 2007
tournament, an alumni game, and for
visiting with teammates and former coach,
Christian De Vries, now men's soccer coach.
During its four-year UMAC history,
the women's soccer team garnered a
regular season title, three post-season
titles, and annual National Soccer Coaches
Association of America accolades for
academic honors .

Photo from left: Brandi Rada '06, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota; Mari Sandom '05,
Hudson, Wisconsin; Jess Rada '05, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota; Abbey Starzecki
Johnson '05, Morris; back: Christian
DeVries, former women's soccer coach
_and current men 's soccer coach; Amanda
Prodger '06, Wyoming; Janelle Syverson
'07, Wayzata; Kelsey Heineman '06,
Hudson, Wisconsin; Sara Wolf '06,
Grasston; Nikita Warren '07, Omaha,
Nebraska; Betsy Kennedy '08, Delano
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Football standout and Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete Award recipient
Adam Turgeon '07 receives NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
has awarded University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM) studentathlete Adam Turgeon, South St. Paul, a NCAA Postgraduate
Scholarship. Annually awarded to only 87 men and 87 women
of the NCAA's 380,000 athletes, the scholarship honors students
who excel athletically and academically, and demonstrate
outstanding citizenship and service to others. Turgeon, a gridiron
standout and the 2007 Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete, shines in
every category.
Leadership on and off the field
As a first-year student beginning his Cougar career, Turgeon
and his football teammates snapped UMM's 46-game losing
streak. As a senior, his team finished the season with seven
straight wins and the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference
(UMAC) title. Personal accomplishments include: All-conference
honors-two years as linebacker and defensive back, four years
as kick-returner; 2006 UMAC Conference Defensive MVP and
two NCAA Division III records. The 2006 Cougar Spirit Award
recipient, Turgeon served two years as team captain.
Mark Fohl, UMM athletic director, notes that the NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship is extremely competitive, and Turgeon
is very deserving of the honor: "I was very happy that Adam was
selected. Whichever community he chooses to live in, he's the type
of person who will make it a better community."
Turgeon has embraced leadership roles both on and off the
field. "Coach Ken Crandall was a good influence, encouraging
me to take on responsibilities," Turgeon reflects, " like when we
lobbied for the new stadium at the state capitol, and he asked
me to organize the football players." Turgeon coordinated team
efforts to support the Salvation Army and to sponsor a family
during the holidays. He served on the Student Athlete Advisory
Council and the Retention Task Force.
"Study table" success may also be a testament to Turgeon' s
giving personality. With a 3.8 grade point average (GPA),
Turgeon is well versed in good study habits, but every Monday
and Tuesday he was in Briggs Library encouraging teammates,
providing help in economics and math or networking to line up
tutors . "It wasn 't hard, and it was kind of fun," says Turgeon,
recognizing that bonding in the library translates to bonding on
the field .
"Football at the college level is more than just 6 a.m.
practices and Saturday afternoon games," says Turgeon. "It
is a year-round experience that encouraged me to take on
responsibility and learn leadership skills. I experienced a great
deal of personal growth, and it was very rewarding. Football will
always be an important UMM memory. I enjoyed every minute."
Learning in and out of the classroom
Turgeon 's passion for football is matched only by his
zeal for the classroom. His eyes sparkle when he talks about
econometrics, economic theories, and statistical models. "From
day one, I listed economics as my major," he shares. "I like the
business world. I like the numbers."

The City of
Benson benefitted
from Turgeon's
talents. He
conducted a servicelearning research
project examining
the economic
health of Benson
area businesses.
Turgeon presented
his research to
the Benson Area
Chamber of
Commerce and
City of Benson
officials, and at
the2007 UMM
Undergraduate
Research
Symposium.
Turgeon had a sense of what a UMM career might be like
before he arrived, and he hasn ' t been disappointed. Brother
Ryan , now a doctorate in chemistry student at the University of
Minnesota, Twin Cities, graduated in 2005. "Ryan told me great
things about UMM, and I liked the idea of a small campus. It has
been the best thing for me. Faculty are always willing to help out.
Their doors are always open, and not just for office hours ."
Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics and
management, notes that Turgeon's personal qualities have much
to do with his classroom success: "Adam is a person of exceptional
character, resourcefulness, scholarship, and motivation. His desire
to succeed, his character, work ethic, integrity, ability to multitask,
his coursework and impressive GP A afford him an admirable
preparation for graduate school."
Paula O'Loughlin, associate professor of political science,
shares Lawrence's sentiments, adding: "Adam Turgeon embodies
arete, excellence in all things."
Caring faculty
Turgeon states that faculty like Lawrence and O'Loughlin,
who wrote his nominations for the scholarship, are "prime
examples" of caring UMM faculty . "They were so excited when
they learned that I received the scholarship. I knew how proud
they were of me. They really care about students and have
been important in helping me in my UMM career, pushing me
academically on both a personal and a professional basis."
In May, Turgeon graduated with a bachelor of arts in
economics and management. Only two courses shy, he will be
back fall semester to complete a minor in statistics. Between
classes, he will fill out applications to graduate programs at
Harvard, Stanford, Wharton, Carlson, and Duke. On Saturday
afternoons, he will be at Big Cat Stadium, down on the field ,
"helping out with the team."
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Three fun-packed days
of reunions, music, receptions, events, athletic competitions,
and opportunities to reminisce with
UMM classmates, friends, faculty, and staffi

See~~~~/aft,
S~2f-30,
~
?1~20071
www.morris.umn.edu/alumni/homecoming
320-589-6066
alumni@morris.umn.edu
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